Emergence of cellular heterogeneity and body plan 





















!In!mammalian!development,!cell1to1cell!gene!expression!heterogeneity!first!emerges!in! early! embryo! when! segregation! of! embryonic! and! extraembryonic! lineages! is!initiated.! Lineage1specific! gene! expression! is! especially! enhanced!within! the! inner!cells! of! the! early! blastocyst.! I! studied! this! initial! phase!of! cellular! heterogeneity! to!mechanistically! understand! how! the! first! cell! fate! decisions! are! made! in! the!mammalian! embryo.! To! this! end,! we! have! performed! a! gene! trap! screen! and!generated! mouse! lines! with! Venus! reporter! expression! in! one! of! the! two! first!lineages! –! inner! cell! mass! and! trophectoderm.! To! quantitatively! describe! gene!expression!dynamics!at!a!single1cell!resolution!in!living!embryos,!we!have!performed!lineage!tracking,!quantitative!gene!expression!and!cell!position!analyses!that!allowed!us! to! build! a! comprehensive! lineage!map!of!mouse!pre1implantation!development.!We!identified! lineage1specific!gene!regulation!that!paves!the!way!to!embryonic!cell!fate! decisions! and! determined! that! first! embryonic! lineages! of! the! blastocyst! –!trophectoderm! and! the! inner! cell! mass! –! are! formed! at! different! timing! and! by!separate!mechanisms.!!The! first! phase! of! lineage1specific! gene! expression! heterogeneity! is! resolved! by!segregation! of! first! embryonic! lineages! and! formation! of! the! first! embryonic! axis!within!the! late!blastocyst.!Within!the! inner!cell!mass!of!the!blastocyst,!new!cellular!heterogeneity! arises! that! will! dictate! the! body! axis! formation.! During! subsequent!body1patterning!phases,!an! inner!cell!mass1derived! layer!of!cells!called!the!visceral!endoderm! provides! crucial! signals! for! establishment! of! anterior1posterior! axis.!However,! due! to! the! difficulty! of! crossing! the! implantation! barrier! in# vitro,! the!mechanism!of! generating! a! signaling! center!within! the! visceral! endoderm! remains!elusive.! In! this!work,! I! have!presented! a!3D!peri1implantation! culture!method! that!supports! continuous! mouse! embryo! development! in# vitro! from! pre1! to! post1implantation!stages!while!preserving!its!in1vivo1like!geometry.!Such!embryos!retain!the! expression! of! lineage1specific! markers,! are! minimally! delayed! in! their!development,! preserve! in1vivo1like! proportions,! and! correctly! specify! anterior1posterior!axis!in!the!absence!of!maternal!cues.!Observing!and!manipulating!embryos!
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in! this! culture,!we!were!able! to! explore! the!hidden!heterogeneity!within! inner! cell!mass! population! that! predicts! future! body! patterning.! By! combining! 3D! culture,!time1lapse!light!sheet!fluorescence!microscopy,!and!single1cell!RNA1Seq,!we!explored!the! lineage!and!character!of!cells! that!play!a!crucial!role! in!setting!up!the!anterior1posterior!axis,!and!investigated!the!role!of!communication!between!the!epiblast!and!the!visceral!endoderm!in!the!development!of!the!peri1implantation!embryo!and!the!establishment!of!the!embryonic!body!plan.!!! !
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ZUZAMMENFASSUNG'
In! der! Entwicklung! von! Säugetieren! entsteht! eine! Genexpressionsheterogenität!zwischen!Zellen!erstmals!im!frühen!Embryo,!wenn!die!Segregation!von!embryonalen!und! extraembryonalen! Zellabstammung! beginnt.! Die! abstammungsspezifische!Genexpression! ist! bei! den! inneren! Zellen! der! frühen! Blastozyste! besonders!ausgeprägt.! Ich! habe! die! Anfangsphase! dieser! zellulären! Heterogenität! untersucht,!um!die!ersten!Entscheidungen!über!das!Zellschicksal!mechanistisch!zu!verstehen.!Zu!diesem! Zweck! haben! wir! einen! ‚Gene1Trap! Screen’! durchgeführt! und! dadurch!Mauslinien! generiert,! die! Venusreporterexpression! in! einer! der! beiden! ersten!Zellabstammungslinien!–!der! inneren!Zellmasse!und!dem!Trophektoderm!–!zeigen.!Diese! haben! uns! befähigt! die! Zellabstammungslinien! zu! verfolgen! und! deren!quantitative!Genexpression!und!Position!im!Embryo!zu!analysieren,!um!die!Dynamik!der!Genexpression! in!Einzelzellauflösung! im! lebenden!Embryo!zu!beschreiben!und!so! eine! umfassende! Kartierung! der! Zellabstammungslinien! in! der!Präimplantationsentwicklung! der! Maus! zu! erstellen.! Wir! konnten!abstammungsspezifische! Genregulation! erkennen,! die! den! Weg! für! embryonale!Zellschicksalsentscheidungen! bereitet.! Weiterhin! konnten! wir! feststellen,! dass! die!beiden! ersten! embryonalen! Abstammungslinien! der! Blastozyste! zu!unterschiedlichen!Zeiten!und!durch!gesonderte!Mechanismen!entstehen.!!Die!erste!Phase!von!abstammungsspezifischer!Heterogenität!der!Genexpression!wird!durch! die! Abspaltung! der! ersten! embryonalen! Zelllinien! und! der! Formation! der!ersten! embryonalen!Achse! im! späten!Blastozystenstadium!aufgelöst.! Innerhalb!der!inneren! Zellmasse! in! der! Blastozyste! entsteht! eine! weitere,! neue! zelluläre!Heterogenität,!die!die!Bildung!weiterer!Körperachsen! festlegen!wird.!Während!der!folgenden! Musterbildungsphasen! produziert! das! viszerale! Endoderm,! eine!Zellschicht! der! inneren! Zellmasse,! ! entscheidende! Signale! für! die! Entwicklung! der!anteroposterioren! Achse.! Jedoch! ist! der! Mechanismus! der! Bildung! des!Signalzentrums! im! viszeralem! Endoderm! weithin! unbekannt,! da! es! bis! dato! nicht!möglich!war!Embryonen!zu!diesem!Zeitpunkt!1während!der!Implantation1!in#vitro!zu!kultivieren.! In! dieser! Arbeit! präsentiere! ich! eine! Methode! der! 3D1Embryokultivierung! bis! über! den! Zeitpunkt! der! Implantation! hinaus! (Peri1
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Mammalian! development! commences! with! fertilization! of! an! oocyte! within! the!female!oviduct!(Fig!1.1).!In!the!following!days,!the!zygote,!surrounded!by!a!protective!glycoprotein!envelope!called!the!zona!pellucida!(ZP),!undergoes!multiple!rounds!of!cleavage!to!produce!a!ball!of!cells!called!the!morula!that!travels!along!the!oviduct.!At!this! time,! a! cavity! appears! between! the! cells! and! the! embryo! develops! vesicular!morphology:!a!single1layer!epithelium!surrounding!a! fluid1filled!cavity!and!a!clump!of! cells! positioned! on! one! side! (Fig! 1.1! b).! This! structure,! called! the! blastocyst,! is!made! up! of! two! distinct! cell! lineages.! The! trophectoderm! lineage! (TE;! Fig! 1.2)! is!made!of! the! first!cells! that! loose!pluripotency!1! the!ability! to!give!rise! to! the!whole!organism.!These!cells!contribute!exclusively!to!the!extraembryonic!tissues!(Rossant!and!Tam!2009).!The!second! lineage,!positioned!on!the! inside!of! the!blastocyst,!and!called! the! inner! cell!mass! (ICM;!Fig!1.1),! retains! its!pluripotent! characteristics! and!gives!rise!to!the!embryo!proper!and!thus!all!the!embryonic!tissues!(Fig!1.2,!reviewed!in!Johnson!2009).'!As!the!blastocyst!matures,! it!enters!the!uterus!and!becomes!ready!for! implantation!(reviewed! in!Wang! and!Dey! 2006).! Soon! after,! it!makes! connection! to! the! uterine!wall,!and!the!placenta!–!a! joint!organ!between!the!embryo!and!the!mother!–!starts!developing! in! all! eutherian! mammals! (reviewed! in! Behringer! et! al.! 2006).! Most!mammalian! embryos! are! characterized! by! common! pre1implantation!morphogenesis,! and! undergo! a! shared! sequence! of! developmental! events,! such! as!cleavage,!compaction!and!blastocyst!formation.!Blastocysts!of!human,!rabbit,!mouse,!rat,! bat,!hamster,!pig,! cow!and!guinea!pig!are!difficult! to!distinguish!except! for! the!difference! in!their!size!and!developmental! timing!(1.3!a),! though!they!are!set!apart!by! distinct! expression! patterns! of! lineage1specific! transcription! factors! (Berg! et! al.!2011,!Kuijk!et!al.!2008,!Rossant!2011,!Niakan!and!Eggan!2013).!Curiously,!at!the!time!of! implantation! remarkable!morphological! differences! appear! between! rodent! and!non1rodent!mammalian!embryos! (Fig!1.3!b,! c).!The! shared!gastrula!morphology!of!the!order!Rodentia! is!different! to! that!of!other!mammalian!orders.!Most!eutherians!and! metatherians! produce! gastrulating! embryos! that! are! disc1shaped! and! closely!resemble! the! avian! gastrula,! while! rodent! embryos! are! cup1shaped! and! elongated!
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(Fig! 1.3! c).! While! the! difference! between! rodent! and! other! mammal! early! post1implantation! embryo! morphology! is! an! interesting! biological! problem! in! itself!(Nakamura! et! al.! 2016,! Sasaki! et! al.! 2016),! the! key! developmental! structures! and!patterns!are!preserved! in!such!embryos.!As!has!been!previously!noted,! if!unfolded,!the!cup1shaped!rodent!gastrula!would!differ!very!little,!if!at!all,!from!the!gastrulas!of!other!mammals!in!its!proportions!and!basic!plan!(Beddington!and!Robertson,!1999).!Thus! rodent! embryos! remain! a! convenient! model! system! to! study! both! pre1! and!post1implantation!mammalian!development.!
'
Figure'1.1.'Early'mouse'embryonic'development.!!!




'First!embryonic!lineages!of!the!blastocyst!give!rise!to!distinct!developmental!structures.!TE!gives! rise! to! extraembryonic! tissues,! while! ICM! gives! rise! to! primitive! endoderm! and! the!epiblast,! that! in! turn! give! rise! to! other! extraembryonic! tissues! and! embryo! proper,!respectively.!Adapted!from!Lu!et!al.!2001.!Green:!ICM!and!its!lineage,!grey:!TE!and!its!lineage,!red:!PrE!and!its!lineage.!
First'lineage'segregation'
The! question! of! the! first! lineage! differentiation,! crucial! for! our! understanding! of!development! and! for! biomedical! applications,! has! been! addressed! extensively!throughout! the! last! decades.! Yet! the!molecular!mechanism! by!which! the! first! two!mammalian! cell! lineages,! TE! and! ICM,! are! specified! is! not! fully! understood.! Two!different!models!stipulate!a!mechanism!by!which!a!cell!makes!the!decision!for!one!of!these! two! lineages.! The! inside1outside!model! (Fig! 1.4! a)! proposes! that! cell! fate! is!'determined!depending!on! cell! position!within! the!161cell! stage!morula! (Tarkowski!and! Wroblewska! 1967).! The! cells! positioned! on! the! inside! of! the! embryo! and!surrounded! by! cell1cell! contacts! will! develop! into! ICM,! while! the! cells! retaining!contact!to!the!outside!will!develop!into!TE.!On!the!other!hand,!the!cell!polarity!model!(Fig!1.4!b)!suggests!that!TE!vs.!ICM!decision!is!driven!by!cleavage!plane!orientation!during! 81! to! 161cell! division! (Johnson! and! Ziomek! 1981).! ! The! cells! that! divide!symmetrically!produce!two!polar!daughters!that!will!become!TE;!the!cells!that!divide!asymmetrically! produce! one! polar! daughter! that! will! become! TE,! and! one! apolar!
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daughter!that!will!become!ICM.!It! is!noteworthy!that!both!the!inside1outside!model!and!the!cell!polarity!model!work!on!the!assumption!that!the!first!cell!fate!decision!is!binary:!after!81!to!161cell!division,!every!cell!becomes!either!TE!or!ICM!(Niwa!et!al.!2005).!








After! trophectoderm! lineage! has! been! set! aside,! the! inner! cell! mass! is! further!segregated!into!the!epiblast!(Epi)!and!the!primitive!endoderm!(PrE)!lineages!(Fig!1.2!and!1.8).!While!TE! is!mostly! important! for! interaction!between! the!uterus!and! the!embryo! (Rossant! and! Tam! 2009),! part! of! PrE! lineage1derived! visceral! endoderm!(VE)!remains!in!close!contact!with!the!epiblast!during!immediate!post1implantation!development!and!provides!signals!that!are!crucial!for!its!patterning!and!for!induction!of!key!morphogenetic!events!(reviewed!in!Arnold!and!Robertson!2009,!Rossant!and!Tam!2009,!Srinivas!2006,!Beddington!and!Robertson!1999).!!
!
Figure'1.4.'Classical'models'of'first'cell'lineage'segregation'in'the''mouse'embryo.'!
a,! The! inside1outside! model! proposes! that! cells! make! decision! between! TE! and! ICM!depending!on!their!inside!or!outside!position!within!the!embryo.'b,!The!cell!polarity!model!states!that!cells!that!inherit!apical!domain!during!division!become!TE,!and!the!cells!that!do!not!become!apolar!ICM.!Adapted!from!Wennekamp!et!al.!2013.!
 The! first! PrE1specific! gene! expression! can! be! detected! as! early! as! 2.5! days! post!conception! (dpc).!At! this!point,! transcription! factor!Gata6! that! is! later! restricted! to!PrE,!as!well!as!Nanog! that! is!epiblast1specific,!will! start! to!be!expressed!by!all! ICM!
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Stochastic onset of gene expression generates cellular heterogeneity of gene expression within the 
ICM(genes A, B, C represent the lineage marker for blue cells, and D, E, F for green cells). This 
variability is further enhanced by signaling and feedback loops and cell interactions to produce 
salt-and-pepper distribution of two emerging cell populations. Eventually integrating gene 
regulatory network (GRN) activity and cell positional information, two transcriptionally distinct 
and spatially segregated lineages (represented by blue and green cells) are established in the late 




Cell!fate!decisions!are!tightly!controlled!to!yield!cell!populations,!tissues,!and!organs!of! reproducible! quality,! size! and! form.! However,! many! biological! systems! display!transcriptional! state! heterogeneities! that! are! resolved! in! a! manner! with! both!deterministic!and!stochastic!features.!!!Developmental! and! homeostatic! programs! make! use! of! stochastic! mechanisms! to!generate! differences! in! an! apparently! homogeneous! cell! population.! For! example,!transient! heterogeneity! and! stochastic! cell! fate! induction! within! bacterial!populations!allow!them!to!survive!adverse!environmental!conditions,!a!mechanism!called! stochastic! switching! (Fig! 1.6! a,! reviewed! in!Veening! et! al.! 2008,! Gefen! et! al.!2009).! In!multicellular! organisms,! variation! is! often! integrated! into! developmental!programs.! In! worms,! insects,! and! vertebrates! alike,! stochastic! fate! choices! are!utilized!to!increase!diversity!of!sensory!receptors!by!random!selection!(reviewed!in!Johnston! and!Desplan! 2010).! For! instance,! in!mouse! embryos,! vast! transcriptional!heterogeneity! within! retinal! progenitor! population! underlies! cell! fate! and!proliferation!decisions!!(Trimarchi!et!al.!2008).!Finally,!importance!of!stochastic!stem!cell! fate! regulation! in! adult! tissue! homeostasis! has! been! recently! described!!!(reviewed!in!Simons!and!Clevers!2011).!Further!studies!will!be!needed!to!shed!light!on! how! gene! expression! heterogeneity! is! generated! in! deterministic! or! stochastic!manner!and!the!what!is!its!biological!role.!
 Stochastic! decisions! are! an! effective! way! to! generate! heterogeneity! within! a! cell!population!leading!to!a!variety!of!fates.!Yet,!when!a!reproducible!and!robust!outcome!is!required,!these!decisions!can!be!directed,!or!compensated!for.!For!example,!in!the!neural! cells! within! developing! vertebrate! spinal! cord,! transcription! factors! are!turned!on!in!a!stochastic!manner,!but!the!motor!neuron!pool!is!ultimately!subdivided!into!further!populations!by!a!bi1stable!double!negative!regulatory!loop!(Helmbacher!
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et!al.!2003,!Dasen!et!al.!2003).!Furthermore,!once!this!heterogeneous!mosaic!of!fates!is! generated! within! a! pool,! the! newly! specified! neurons! need! to! spatially! cluster!according!to!their!type!in!order!to!form!a!functional!neural!network!(Fig!1.6!b).!!This!sorting!and!clustering!mechanism!has!been!demonstrated!to!be!Cadherin1dependent!(Price!et!al.!2002,!Livet!et!al.!2002).!Alternative!non1cell!autonomous!mechanism!to!coordinate!resolution!of!stochastic!heterogeneity!into!two!stable!cell! fates!is! lateral!inhibition,!as!exemplified!by!Delta1Notch!signaling!(reviewed!in!Bray!2006,!Voas!and!Rebay!2004,!Greenwald!1998).!!!
!
Figure'1.6.'Stochastic'cell'fates'in'different'biological'systems.'!
a,' Stochastically! arising! subpopulation! of! dormant! perister! bacteria! survive! adverse!conditions!to!repopulate!the!colony,!after!which!new!persisters!are!stochastically!generated!within!the!population.!b,''Stochastic!fate!decisions!within!a!pool!of!motor!neuron!progenitors!is! compensated! by! cell! sorting! and!migration! to! establish! coherent!motor! pools.' Adapted!from!Johnston!and!Desplan!2010.!'!Taken! together,! these! examples! illustrate! how! stochastic! gene! expression!heterogeneity!can!be!used!in!diverse!biological!systems!as!a!mechanism!for!survival,!a!way!to!initiate!cell!fate!differentiation!during!development,!and!to!maintain!robust!stem! cell! populations! for! adult! tissue! renewal.! Resolving! the! heterogeneity! in! a!functional!way!in!a!multicellular!organism!by!regulatory!loops!and!cell!sorting!aids!in!successfully! achieving! developmental! goals.! Most! importantly,! in! order! to! study!cellular!heterogeneity!and!stochastic! cell! fate!determinations! it! is! important! to!use!tools!that!allow!continuous!collection!of!dynamic!information!over!time.!!
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SelfLorganization'of'the'blastocyst'
Self1organization! refers! to! the! emergence! of! complex! patterns! from!units! of! lower!complexity! in! the! absence! of! external! instructions.! The! force! driving! self1organization! is! the! intrinsic! properties! of! these! units,! and! their! local! interactions.!Self1organizing! systems! are! defined! by! dynamic,! contextual! and! interdependent!relations! among! their! parts! (Saetzler! et! al.! 2011).! Typically,! the! self1organizing!systems!gain!robustness! from!positive!and!negative! feedback! loops,!and!display!an!emergence! of! coherent! patterns! and! functions! from! initial! noise! (reviewed! in!Karsenti!2008,!Sasai!2013).!!!In! all! these! respects,! an! early! mouse! embryo! is! a! self1organizing! system.! The!embryonic!ability!to!form!a!blastocyst!containing!two!cell!lineages!is!inherent!to!each!lower!complexity!unit!of!an!early!embryo,!referring!specifically!to!the!cells!of!an!81cell!morula! (Dietrich! and!Hiiragi! 2007,!Korotkevich! et! al.! 2017).!While! the!morula!embryo! is! highly! heterogeneous! in! its! gene! expression,! cell! position! and! gene!expression! adjustments! during! subsequent! pre1implantation! development! lead! to!emergence!of!consistency!between!cell!developmental!potential!and!its! lineage!and!spatial! assignment.! In! this! way,! before! moving! on! to! the! post1implantation! axis1establishment! stage,! initial! heterogeneity! of! lineage1specific! gene! expression! is!resolved,!leading!to!the!formation!of!a!pattern!of!higher!complexity!–!a!blastocyst!of!a!defined!morphology!and!comprising!first!cell!lineages.!!
Establishment'of'body'axes'in'mammalian'development'




a,! The! mammalian! body! plan! is! made! up! of! three! main! axes:! dorsal1ventral,! anterior1posterior,!and! left1right.!b,!First!axes!that!emerge!during!development.!Left:!Blastocyst!has!embryonic1abembryonic!axis!that!will!be!converted!into!dorsal1ventral!axis.!Right:!Primitive!streak1stage! embryo! acquires! anterior1posterior! axis,! where! anterior! is! defined! by! the!position! of! anterior! visceral! endoderm! (blue),! and! posterior! by! the! position! of! primitive!streak!(purple).!!!In!the!mammalian!embryo,!first!pivotal!events!in!the!establishment!of!body!plan!take!place!during!pre1!and!peri1implantation!development.!Blastocyst!stage!lays!down!the!groundwork! for! the! first!major! axis! to! be! established! during! development.! During!cavitation,!the!ICM!is!pushed!towards!one!side!of!the!embryo,!generating!embryonic1abembryonic! axis! (Fig!1.7!b).!The!embryonic1abembryonic! axis! corresponds! to! the!proximal1distal! axis! of! the!mouse! embryo! at! egg! cylinder! stage,! and! the! proximal1distal! axis! in! turn! corresponds! to!D1V!axis!of! the! later! stages!and! the!adult! animal!(Rossant!and!Tam,!2009).!!
 The!second!axis!to!be!established!during!mouse!development!is!the!A1P!axis.!The!A1P!axis! becomes! apparent! at! around! 6.5! dpc,!when! the! primitive! streak! forms! in! the!future!posterior!end!of! the!embryo! (Fig!1.7!b,!Fig!1.8).!More!detailed! investigation!
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revealed!that!the!primitive!streak!is!formed!on!the!side!of!the!epiblast!that!is!furthest!from! the! anterior! visceral! endoderm! (AVE),! a! set! of! visceral! endoderm! cells! that!secrete!signals!conferring!anterior!identity!to!the!adjacent!epiblast!(Beddington!and!Robertson!1998,!Thomas! and!Beddington!1996).! Thus!understanding! the! origin! of!AVE!holds!the!key!to!deciphering!the!mechanism!of!A1P!axis!establishment.!!
 
Figure'1.8.'Mouse'periP'and'early'postPimplantation'development'!TE!(grey)!outgrows!to!give!rise!to!extraembryonic!ectoderm!after!implantation.!Epi!(green)!develops! an! amniotic! cavity! and! becomes! cup1shaped.! PrE! (red)! gives! rise! to! VE! that!proliferates!to!cover!epiblast!and!ExE,!as!well!as!to!line!the!inner!side!of!mural!TE.!At!5.5!dpc,!DVE!(blue)!can!be!seen!at!the!distal!part!of!VE.!At!6.5!dpc!AVE!(blue)!is!located!on!anterior!side!of!VE,!and!the!PS!(purple)!forms!on!the!posterior!part!of!Epi.!!Third! and! last,! the!L1R!axis! is! established!at! around!8.5!dpc.!To! establish!L1R!axis,!pre1existing!spatial!cues!are!required!–!D1V!and!A1P!axes!pave!the!way!for!L1R!axis!determination! (Okada!et!al.!2005,!Nonaka!et!al.!2005).!L1R!symmetry! is!broken!by!leftward!fluid!flow!generated!by!clockwise1rotating,!posteriorly!tilted!primary!cilia!of!the!node!(Nonaka!et!al.!1998,!Shinohara!et!al.!2012).!What!determines!the!tilt!or!the!primary! cilia! is! the! topic! of! ongoing! studies! (reviewed! in! Takaoka! et! al.! 2007,!Takaoka!and!Hamada!2012).!
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Origin'and'characteristics'of'DVE/AVE'
Distal! visceral! endoderm! (DVE)! is! key! to! establishing! anterior! visceral! endoderm!(AVE),! a! signaling! center! that! specifies! the! future! anterior! side! of! the! embryo! (Fig!1.8).!At!5.5!dpc,!the!cells!positioned!at!the!distal!tip!of!the!visceral!endoderm!acquire!columnar!shape,!leading!to!tissue!thickening!at!this!point!(Rivera1Pérez!et!al.!2003).!These!cells!are!collectively!referred!to!as!DVE.!In!addition!to!their!morphology,!DVE!cells!are!set!apart!from!the!remaining!VE!cells!by!their!different!gene!expression.!One!of! genes!marking! DVE/AVE! cells! is! Lefty1! (Yamamoto! et! al.! 2004),! a! Nodal! target!gene! that! is! also! encoding! a! Nodal! antagonist! (reviewed! in! Papanayotou! and!Collignon!2014).!Another!well1characterized!gene!that!faithfully!marks!DVE/AVE!is!a!homeobox! gene! Hex! (Thomas! et! al.! 1988,! Barbera! et! al.! 2000,$ Rivera1Pérez! et! al.!2003).!!Finally,!a!cytokine!Cerl1!marks!early!DVE!cells!in!post1implantation!embryo,!and! can! inhibit! canonical! Wnt! signaling! and! regulate! Nodal! signaling! during!gastrulation!as!well!as!the!formation!and!patterning!of!the!primitive!streak!(Mesnard!et!al.!2006).#
!
Figure'1.9.'Lefty1'expression'pattern'in'periPimplantation'mouse'embryo.'!Lefty119.5!lacZ!transgene!in!mouse!embryos!3.516.5!dpc!(adapted!from!Takaoka!et!al.!2006).!Lefty1!transcript!is!first!seen!in!3.5!dpc!embryo,!shows!restriction!to!PrE!in!4.5!dpc!embryo,!and!is!located!on!one!side!of!VE!in!6.5!dpc!embryo.!!Several! studies! have! tried! to! identify! DVE/AVE! precursor! cells.! Lefty1! and! Hex!transcripts!have!been!detected!in!the!epiblast!as!early!as!E3.5!(Fig!1.9,!Takaoka!et al.,!2006).!Hamada! and! colleagues! found! that! Lefty11positive! cells! in! the! PrE! at! E4.75!contribute! to! the! DVE,! bot! not! to! AVE! (Takaoka! et! al.! 2011).! On! the! other! hand!another!study!reported!that!Lefty1!expression!is! lost!between!E4.75!and!E5.25!and!that!DVE!cells! arise!anew!during!early!post1implantation!development! (Hoshino!et!al.! 2015).! Direct! lineage! tracing! experiments! remain! to! be! performed! to!
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unequivocally!identify!the!origin!of!DVE!and!AVE!precursors!and!to!characterize!the!lineage! of! DVE! cells! and! the! pattern! of! anterior! marker! expression! during! peri1implantation!development.!!!
 AVE,!a!specialized!subset!of!VE!that!provides!signaling!crucial!for!setting!up!the!A1P!axis,! is! also!marked!by!Lefty1,!Hex! and!CerI! (Belo! et! al.! 1997,!Thomas! et! al.! 1998,!Yamamoto!et!al.!2004).!AVE!cells!migrate!to!one!side!of!the!VE!(Srinivas!et!al.!2004),!and! confer! anterior! identity! to! the! adjacent! Epi! cells.! Several! studies! have!demonstrated! that! mutants! of! Nodal! and! Nodal! signaling! pathway! are! capable! of!inducing! DVE! formation! but! lack! AVE! due! to! inability! for! DVE! cells! to!migrate! to!anterior!(Norris!et!al.!2002,!Ding!et!al.!1998).!Such!embryos!do!not!develop!further!due!to!severe!gastrulation!defects.!!At!the!time!of!the!onset!of!DVE!movement!to!the!anterior!side!to!form!AVE,!restricted!localization! pattern! of! Wnt! activity! may! be! the! first! apparent! epiblast! symmetry!break!(Fig!1.10,!reviewed!in!Arnold!and!Robertson!2009).!At!the!same!time,!DVE!and!later! AVE! antagonize! Nodal! signaling! in! the! epiblast.! Ultimately,! the! Epi! furthest!away!from!AVE!is!where!the!primitive!streak!emerges.!
!
Figure'1.10.'Signaling'in''early'postPimplantation'embryo.'
'As!DVE!cells!move!forward,!Wnt!antagonists!Lefty1!and!CerI!act!to!attenuate!Wnt!signaling!along!the!future!A1P!axis.!At!the!same!time,!signals!from!DVE!antagonize!Nodal!signalling!in!the!adjacent!epiblast.!Adapted!from!Arnold!and!Robertson,!2009.!!To!address!the!origin!of!AVE,!Takaoka!et!al.!(2011)!have!genetically!ablated!DVE!cells!in!5.5!dpc!embryo!and!asked!whether!AVE!can!still!be!formed.!While!Lefty11positive!cells!reappeared!in!such!embryos,!these!cells!now!failed!to!migrate!to!one!side!of!the!embryo! and! eventually! AVE! did! not! form.! Another! study! showed! that! clonal!
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descendants! of! single! ICM! cells! contributed! to! only! a! portion! of! anterior! marker1expressing! visceral! endoderm! cells! (Torres1Padilla! et! al.! 2007),! suggesting! a!polyclonal!origin!of!AVE.!!
Embryo'implantation'
During! first! days! of! mammalian! development,! a! population! of! cells! that! will! be!important! for! making! mother1to1fetus! connections! is! set! aside! as! the! blastocyst!prepares! for! implantation.! In! order! to! interact! with! the! mother’s! uterus,! the!blastocyst!frees!itself! from!the!ZP!by!partially!digesting!it!using!a!small!trypsin1like!protease! (O’Sullivan! et! al.! 2001,! Perona! and!Wassarman! 1986).! The! first! reported!contact!to!the!uterine!wall!is!made!by!the!trophectoderm,!by!L1selectin!binding!to!the!uterine!wall’s!sulphated!polysaccharides!(Genbacev!et!al.!2003).!!!At! the! same! time,! the! mother’s! uterus! is! also! undergoing! changes,! preparing! to!receive! the! fertilized! embryo.! Under! the! direction! of! oesterogen! and! progesterone!produced! by! the! mammalian! ovaries,! specific! uterine! cell! types! proliferate! and!differentiate! to! make! the! uterus! receptive! for! embryo! implantation! (Carson! et! al.!2000,!Paria!et!al.!2002,!Dey!et!al.!2004).!The!structure!of!uterine!epithelium!and!the!mode! of! interactions! between! embryo! and! uterus! at! the! earliest! stages! of!implantation!vary!between!different!mammalian!species!(reviewed!in!Wang!and!Dey!2006).!In!the!guinea!pig,!the!trophoblast!penetrates!between!the!uterine!epithelium!cells,!followed!by!entire!embryo!embedding!itself!in!the!uterine!stroma!(Fig!1.11!a).!In!the!rabbit,!the!trophoblast!fuses!with!a!few!uterine!epithelial!cells.!In!the!primates,!the!trophoblast!on!the!side!of!ICM!first!penetrates!between!uterine!epithelium!cells,!and! then! through! the!basal! lamina!(Fig!1.11!a).! In!most!rodents,! the!after!hatching!from!ZP,!the!embryos!enter!the!uterine!crypts,!and!the!closure!of!these!crypts!brings!the! embryonic! trophectoderm! in! close!proximity! to! the! luminal! epithelium.!At! this!time,! the! trophoblast! cells! penetrate! the! uterine! epithelium! (Fig! 1.11! a),! and! after!death!of!uterine!cells!the!basal!lamina!is!penetrated!by!the!underlying!decidual!cells!(reviewed!in!Wang!and!Dey!2006,!Carson!et!al,!2000).!Blastocyst!enclosed!within!a!uterine!crypt!can!bee!seen!in!Fig!1.11!b.!!
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While! a! mature! blastocyst! should! interact! with! the! uterine! wall! in# vivo,! electron!micrographs!of!embryos!in!utero!at!peri1implantation!stage!did!not!show!direct!cell1cell!junctions!between!uterine!epithelium!and!trophoblast!cells!(Parr!et!al.!1987).!In#




a,!implantation!in!different!mammals.!D,!decidual!cells;!En,!embryonic!endoderm;!LE,!uterine!epithelium;!S,!stroma;!T,!trophoblast!(adapted!from!Wang!and!Dey,!2006);!b,!mouse!embryo!in! utero! late! on!4.5! dpc.! Left,! full! view!of! decidua!with! embryo! in! a! uterine! crypt.!Middle,!close1up!view!of!embryo!surrounded!by!endometrium.!Right,!close1up!view!of!ICM,!polar!TE!and!parietal!endoderm.!Adapted!from!Kaufman,!1999).!!Taken!together!it!remains!to!be!shown!whether!the!uterine!cues!are!required!for!the!development!of!the!embryo!proper!before!establishment!of!vascular!connections!to!the! mother.! Therefore! a! question! remains! whether! at! the! earliest! stages! such!interaction!is!at!all!necessary!to!allow!developmental!progress.!
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PeriLimplantation'embryo'culture'





a,'Embryo!cultures!in!a!prolonged! in#vitro!culture!from!blastocyst!to!somite!stage!(adapted!from!Hsu!1973).From!left!to!right:!embryo!cultured!7!days!from!3.5!dpc;!embryo!cultured!for!8!days!from!3.5!dpc!with!somites!visible;!embryo!cultured!for!9!days!from!3.5!dpc.!b,!embryo!cultured! through!peri1implantation! stages! in! chemically!defined!medium.!Embryo!attaches!to! the!bottom!of!culture!dish,!and!after!415!days!of!culture,!egg!cylinder!emerges!(adapted!from!Bedzhov!et!al.!2014).!!The!abovementioned!culture!system!has!shed!light!on!behavior!or!DVE,!and!on!the!self1sufficiency! of! the! embryo! when! establishing! anterior1posterior! axis! in! the!absence!of!maternal!cues.!However,!Hiramatsu!et!al.!(2013)!have!demonstrated!the!requirement!of!unidirectional!spatial!constriction!for!DVE/AVE!migration.!This!claim!was! further! challenged! by! Bedzhov! et! al.! (2015),! who! have! demonstrated! AVE!migration! in! the! absence! of! spatial! constrictions.! It! therefore! remains! unclear!whether!maternal! tissues!contribute! to!AVE!migration.! Interestingly,!unidirectional!constriction!by!uterine! tissues!was!proposed! to! contribute! to! the! establishment! of!the!elongated!shape!of!the!rodent!embryo,!as!opposed!to!disk1shaped!avian!and!non1rodent!mammalian!embryo!(Hiramatsu!et!al.!2013).!Indeed!mouse!embryos!grown!in#






























The! overarching! goal! of! my! PhD! study! is! to! characterize! the! emergence! and!resolution! of! cellular! heterogeneity! and! to! investigate! its! possible! role! in! lineage!progression!and!body!patterning!during!early!mouse!development.!!!Cell1to1cell!gene!expression!heterogeneity!first!emerges!in!the!morula!embryo!when!symmetry! between! cells,! both! in! differentiation! potency! and! geometry,! is! broken!during!the!transition!from!81cell!to!161cell!stage.!!This!gene!expression!heterogeneity!is!enhanced!within!the!inner!cell!mass!(ICM)!cells!of!the!early!blastocyst,!before!their!progressive! segregation! into!epiblast! (Epi)!or!primitive!endoderm!(PrE)! lineages.! I!studied!this!first!phase!of!cellular!heterogeneity!to!understand!how!the!first!cell!fate!decisions! are!made! in! the!mammalian!embryo.! It! is!well! established! that! a! lineage!tree! of! early!mouse! development! is! variable! between! embryos,! therefore! it! is! not!possible! to! predict! future! lineage! only! from! the! division! pattern! or! to! identify!progenitors!for!the!first!lineages.!Thus!I!aimed!to!integrate!the!dynamics!of!lineage1specific!gene!expression!and!the!information!of!cell!position!within!the!embryo!into!a!classic! lineage! tree.! To! this! end,! we! performed! a! gene! trap! screen! and! generated!mouse!lines!with!ICM!or!TE1specific!Venus!reporter!expression.!With!such!lines!we!were! able! to! produce! an! enhanced! lineage! map! that! would! allow! us! to! identify!lineage1specific!gene!regulation!that!paves!the!way!to!embryonic!cell!fate!decisions.!This! helped! us! to! understand! how! initial! gene! expression! heterogeneity! in! the!morula!is!resolved!into!first!two!lineages!in!the!early!blastocyst.!!The! first1phase! gene! expression! heterogeneity! is! eventually! resolved! by! forming!three! distinct! lineages! in! the! late! blastocyst.! During! subsequent! body1patterning!phases,! new! lineage1specific! gene! expression! heterogeneity! should! emerge! within!the! blastocyst! that! will! dictate! the! embryonic! body! axis! formation.! However,! the!mechanism! and! dynamic! changes! associated! with! this! second1phase! cellular!heterogeneity! emergence! are! poorly! understood.! Therefore,! I! have! expanded! my!study! to! peri1and! post1implantation! stages! of! embryonic! development! to! examine!the! exit! from! pluripotency! and! emergence! of! a! rare! cell! population! that! directs!embryo! body! patterning.! I! asked!whether! the! heterogeneity!within! the! ICM! of! the!blastocyst! predicts! future! patterning,! and! specifically,! whether! the! ICM! harbors!progenitors! for!distal!visceral!endoderm!and!anterior!visceral!endoderm,!primitive!endoderm1derived! cell! populations! that! are! responsible! for! establishing! anterior1
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Genomic! DNA! (gDNA)! was! extracted! from!mouse! tail! biopsies.! The! biopsies! were!digested!overnight!using!0.5!mg/ml!Proteinase!K!(Sigma,!P2308)!in!buffer!containing!50!mM!Tris1HCl!pH!8.0!(Sigma,!T2663),!100!mM!NaCl!(Sigma,!S5150),!100!mM!EDTA!pH! 8.0! (Fluka,! 03690)! and! 1%! SDS! (sodium! dodecyl! sulphate,! Serva,! Cat.! No.!39575.02).!Equal!volume!of!21propanol!was!added!to!the!supernatant!to!precipitate!gDNA,!followed!by!air1drying!the!pellet!overnight!at!room!temperature.!Finally,! the!pellet!was!dissolved!in!Tris1EDTA!(Qiagen)!at!65°C!for!15!min,!while!shaking!at!450!rpm!in!a!thermo!mixer!(Thermomixer!comfort,!Eppendorf).!!Extraction! of! gDNA! for! genotyping! in! this! study! was! done! by! Ramona! Bloehs,!Stefanie!Friese,!Ivica!Lehotska,!Katja!Langenfeld!and!Wibke!Schwarzer.!
DNA*production*
To! amplify! DNA! for! RNA! production,! 1! μg! plasmid! DNA! was! added! to! 50! μl!competent! Escherichia! coli! (E.coli)! DH5α! bacteria! (Life! Technologies,! 182651017).!The!mixture!was! incubated! for!15130!min!on! ice,! then!heat1shocked! in!42°C!water!bath! for! 30! sec! and! transferred! back! on! ice! for! 2! min.! Next,! 500! μl! SOC!medium!(Sigma,!S1797)!was!added!and!the!mixture!was!incubated!30!more!min!at!37°C!in!a!shaker!set!to!500!rpm.!1!μl!and!100!μl!of!the!mixture!were!used!to!plate!on!LB1agar!plates!with!a!required!antibiotic,!and!the!plates!incubated!overnight!at!37°C.!!Single! colonies! were! picked! for! inoculating! Miniprep! cultures,! for! which! 5! ml! LB!medium!supplemented!by!a!required!antibiotic!was!used.!150!μl!of!Miniprep!cultures!were! used! to! inoculate! 150!ml! of!Maxiprep! cultures! that!were! prepared! as! above.!Miniprep! and!Maxiprep! cultures!were! incubated! overnight! at! 37°C! and! agitated! at!230!rpm.!QIAprep!Spin!Miniprep!Kit!(Qiagen)!and!HiSpeed!Plasmid!Maxi!Kit!(Qiagen)!were!used!to!extract!plasmid!DNA!as!described!in!the!manufacturer’s!protocol.!
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RNA*isolation*from*trophectoderm*cells*and*reverse*transcription*
20%!v/v!of! trichloromethane!was!added!to!TE!samples! in!TRI!reagent!(see!section!on!bisection),!and!the!samples!were!centrifuged!at!4°C!at!12,000!rpm!for!15!min.!The!supernatant! was! transferred! into! a! fresh! tube,! and! 50%! v/v! 21propanol! and! 3! μl!glycogen!(Ambion,!AM9510)!were!added.!After!15!min!incubation!on!ice,!the!samples!were! once! again! centrifuged! for! 30! min! at! 4°C! at! 12,000! rpm,! after! which! the!supernatant! was! discarded,! and! the! pellet! washed!with! 80%! ethanol.! For! reverse!transcription,! SuperScript! III! First1! Strand! Synthesis! System! for! RT–PCR! (Life!Technologies,!180801!051)!was!used,!following!the!manufacturer’s! instructions!and!using!oligo!(dT)20!priming!method.!The!cDNA!synthesis!was!carried!out!for!1!h.!RNA!isolation!was!done!together!with!Stefanie!Friese.!
qRT–PCR*
Single1cell!cDNA!samples!were!prepared!by!Yusuke!Onishi!as!described!in!Ohnishi!et!al! 2014.! qRT–PCR! was! performed! using! SYBR"! Green! PCR! Master! Mix! (Life!Technologies,! 4309155)! on!ABI! StepOne! devices! (Life! Technologies,! 4376357,! Ser.!No.! 272006386)! according! to! the! manufacturer’s! instruction! with! 5! μM! primer!concentration!in!10!μl!final!sample!volume,!run!for!40!cycles.!Each!reaction!was!run!in! duplicates.! qRT1PCR! was! done! together! with! Stefanie! Friese.! The! primers!sequences!are!listed!in!Table!1.!!Gapdh!was!used!as!a!housekeeping!gene!control,!and!a!negative!control!lacking!cDNA!was!included!in!all!runs.!ES!cell!cDNA!samples!were!added!to!each!experiment!in!two!dilutions! to! ensure! normalized! amplification! between! experiments.! The! primers!sequences!can!be!found!in!Table.!!StepOne!Software!(Life!Technologies,!version!2.3)!was!used!to!process!raw!data!and!setting!a!threshold!for!determining!Ct!values!in!the!linear! phase! of! amplification,! at! an! equal! value! for! the! same! gene! in! different!experiments.! The! baseline!was! selected! automatically! and! controlled!manually! for!any!software!algorithm1induced!mistakes.!Quality!of!each!experiment!was!confirmed!by! evaluating! negative! control,! ES! cell! cDNA! amplification! and! melt! curves.! A!threshold!for!determining!Ct!values!was!set!in!the!linear!phase!of!amplification,!at!an!
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equal! value! for! the! same! gene! in! different! experiments.! The! baseline!was! selected!automatically!using!StepOne!Software.!All!replicates!were!included!in!the!calculation.!!
















































To! produce! myr1PALM1tdiRFP! mRNA! for! injection! into! embryos,! 3! μg! of! DNA!plasmid! (Fig! 2.1)!was! digested! for! 16! h! at! 37°C! using! 5! u! PacI! restriction! enzyme!(New!England!Biolabs,!R0547L)!in!total!volume!of!50!μl.!To!separate!fragments!after!enzyme! restriction! reaction,! DNA! mixed! with! loading! dye! (Life! Technologies,!R0611)was! loaded!onto!1%! (w/v)! agarose! (Lonza,!50004)!gel!made! in!TAE!buffer!(Life! Technologies,! B49)! with! 0.03! μl/ml! DNA! stain! (Serva,! 39804.01).! 1! kb! Plus!ladder! (Thermo! Fisher,! 10787018)! was! used! to! determine! the! size! of! resulting!fragment.!The!band!corresponding!to!the!size!of!a!linearized!plasmid!was!identified!and! cut! out! from! the! gel,! and!DNA!was! extracted! using! gel! extraction! kit! (Qiagen,!28704).!!
In#vitro!transcription!of!mRNA!was!done!using!mMESSAGE!mMACHINE®!T7!ULTRA!Transcription!Kit! (Thermo!Fisher,!AM1345).! Polyadenylatoin!was!performed!using!Poly(A)!Tailing!Kit!(Thermo!Fisher,!AM1350).!
!




All! animal!works!were!performed! in! the! animal! facility! at! the!European!Molecular!Biology! Laboratory,! according! to! the! permission! by! the! institutional! veterinarian!overseeing! the! operation! (ARC! number! TH11! 00! 11).! The! animal! facilities! are!operating! according! to! international! animal! welfare! rules.! Mouse! colonies! were!maintained!in!pathogen1free!conditions!on!12h!light!–!12!h!dark!cycle.!
Mouse*strains*
Wild1type! embryos! were! obtained! by! breeding! F1! (C57Bl/6xC3H)! males! with! F1!(C57Bl/6xC3H)!females.!!!The! following! transgenic!mouse! lines!were!used! in! this!study:!Cdx21EGFP!knock1in!(McDole! and! Zheng,! 2012),! R261H2B1mCherry! (Abe! et! al,! 2011),! mTmG! and! mG!(Muzumdar!et!al,!2007),!Lefty1membVenus,!Hex1membVenus,!GATA41membTomato!(Takaoka! et! al.! 2006,! Takaoka! et! al.! 2014),! Lefty1mCherry! (gifts! from!Hamada! lab,!Osaka! university,! unpublished),! Pdgfrα1EGFP! (Plusa! et! al.! 2008),! Cripto1tdTomato!(see! generation! of! transgenic! lines),! Sox21GFP! (Arnold! et! al.! 2011),! Nanog1GFP!(generated! in! Hiiragi! lab! from! cells! described! in! Filipczyk! et! al.! 2013),! Nanog1mCherry!(see!generation!of!transgenic!lines),!Lifeact1GFP!(Riedl!et!al.!2010).''
Genotyping*





First! generation! gene! trap! screen! resulting! in! VET! lines! was! performed! by! Jens!Dietrich!as!described!in!Dietrich!et!al.!2015.!Second!generation!gene!trap!resulting!in!SEC!lines!was!performed!by!Sebastian!Wennekamp!(Wennekamp,!PhD!thesis,!2013).!!
 
 





































Embryonic! stem! cells! (ESCs)! used! for! culture!were! Nanog1mCherry! (knock1in,! gift!from! Konstantinos! Anastassiadis,! TU1Dresden).! Inactivated! mouse! embryonic!fibroblasts!(MEFs)!were!plated!one!day!before! the!start!of!ESC!culture!(day!0)!and!cultured! overnight! in!MEF!medium! (Dulbecco's!Modified! Eagle's!Medium! (DMEM)!4,500! mg/ml! glucose,! without! sodium! pyruvate! (Gibco,! 41965)! supplemented! by!10%!Fetal!Calf!Serum!(brand),!2!mM!glutamine!(Sigma,!G17513!or!Gibco,!25030),!and!50!U/ml!penicillin/50!mg/ml!streptomycin!(Sigma,!P10906!or!Gibco,!15070).!!!!On!day!1,!ESCs!were!unfrozen!and!plated!on!top!of!MEFs!in!ESC!medium!(Dulbecco's!Modified! Eagle's!Medium! (DMEM)! 4,500!mg/ml! glucose,!without! sodium!pyruvate!(Gibco,! 41965)! supplemented! by! 20%! Fetal! Calf! Serum,! 2!mM! glutamine,! and!50!U/ml! penicillin/50! mg/ml! streptomycin,! 1X! non1essential! amino! acids! (Gibco,!11140),!100!μM!b1mercaptoethanol'(brand),!1!X!nucleosides!(Millipore,!Embryomax!ES10081D),!10!U/l!LIF!(Murine!Leukemia!Inhibitory!Factor!ESGRO™!(Gibco,!3275SB),!25mM!Hepes! pH7.3! (Sigma!H10887).! The! initial! plating! density!was! 1! 13! x! 106! ES!cells!per!60!mm!dish,!the!cells!were!replated!at!2!1!5!x!106!ES!cells!per!100!mm!dish.!*
ES*cell*injection*into*blastocysts*
ES! cells! were! split! in! the! morning! one! day! before! injection! into! blastocysts.! The!colonies!were!detached!by!incubating!in!0.05%!Trypsin!(Sigma,!D16552)!with!0.02%!EDTA! (Gibco,! 45300)! in! 1x! D1PBS! (Gibco,! 14190)! for! 5! min,! and! dissociated! by!pipetting!up!and!down!with!a!200!μl!pipette!tip.!Cells!were!counted!using!Neubauer!Chamber,! and! plated! on! at! following! densities:! ! 1x105,! 3x105,! 6x105! cells/60! mm!dish.!ES!cell!clones!were!picked!and!injected!into!blastocysts!by!Yvonne!Petersen!at!EMBL!Transgenic!Service.!
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Preparation*and*injection*of*BAC*construct*
Cripto1tdTomato! bacterial! artificial! chromosome! (BAC)! construct! was! a! gift! from!Hiroshi! Hamada,! Osaka! University.! Prior! to! injection,! 0.5! μg! of! the! construct! was!digested! for! 4! h! with! PI1SceI! enzyme! (New! England! Biolabs,! R0696)! at! 10! U/mL!concentration!in!total!volume!of!50!μl.!Next,!dialysis!was!performed!in!a!10!cm!cell!culture!dish!containing!15!ml!dialysis!buffer!(10!μM!EDTA!and!0.1!M!NaCl!in!water,!filter!sterilized).!A!nitrocellulose!dialysis!membrane! !(Millipore,!VSWP01300,!0.025!μm)!was!floated!in!the!dish,!and!digested!BAC!was!added!on!top.!After!1!h!BAC!was!collected! and! stored! until! injection! the! next! day.! BAC! injection! into! embryos! was!done!by!Yvonne!Petersen!at!EMBL!Transgenic!Service.!
Embryo'work'
Recovery*and*culture*of*preGimplantation*embryos*
Superovulation! in! female! mice! was! induced! by! intraperitoneal! injection! of! 5!international! units! (IU)! of! pregnant! mare’s! serum! gonadotropin! (PMSG,! Intervet!Intergonan)! and! intraperitoneal! injection! of! 5! IU! human! chorionic! gonadotropin!(hCG),!Intervet!Ovogest!1500)!48!h!later.!On!the!day!of!embryo!recovery,!the!females!were!sacrificed!by!cervical!dislocation!and!either!the!oviduct!or!the!oviduct!and!the!uterus!were!removed.!!Embryos!at!1.5!dpc!were!collected!from!the!oviduct!by!flushing!with!a!KSOM1Hepes!(Millipore,! MR10241D)! by! inserting! a! fine! canule! (Acufirm,! 1400! LL! 23)! into! the!infundibulum.! Embryos! at! 2.513.5! dpc! were! collected! the! same! way,! but! both! the!oviduct! and! the! uterus!were! flushed.! Embryos!were!washed! by! transferring! them!through! several!microdrops! of! KSOM1Hepes,! and! cultured! in! 10! μl! drops! of! KSOM!(Millipore,!MR1!1211D)!covered!with!mineral!oil!(Sigma,!M8410!or!Acros!Organics)!in!5%! CO2! atmosphere! at! 37°C.! Embryos! were! transferred! using! an! aspirator! tube!(Sigma,! A517715EA)! and! a! pipette! pulled! from! glass! capillaries! (Blaubrand!intraMARK!100!μl,!Brand,!7087144).!
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Recovery*of*postGimplantation*embryos*
To!recover!post1implantation!embryos!at!5.0!–!6.5!dpc,!the!mice!were!sacrificed!and!whole! uteri! were! removed.! The! dissection! embryos! from! the! deciduae! was!performed!as!described! in!Nagy!et!al.!3rd!edition.!The!embryos!were!dissected!and!stored!shortly!in!Phenol!Red1free!DMEM1F12!(Gibco,!210411025),!before!being!fixed!or!otherwise!treated!as!described!in!respective!sections!below.!
Recovery*and*culture*of*embryos*prior*to*periGimplantation*culture*
Pre1implantation! embryos! for! 3D1geec! were! recovered! at! 2.5! or! 3.5! dpc! and!incubated! in! KSOM! as! explained! above.! Starting! with! 4.5! dpc,! naturally! hatched!embryos! were! selected! and! moved! to! 2D! peri1implantation! culture! or! 3D1geec.!Embryos!that!took!longer!to!hatch!(latest!on!the!morning!of!5!dpc)!were!transferred!later.!If!required,!the!embryos!were!screened!for!fluorescence!or!time1lapse!imaged!prior!to!3D1geec!as!explained!below.!
Immunofluorescent*staining*of*preG,*periG,*postGimplantation*embryos*
Embryos!were!fixed!in!4%!paraformaldehyde!(Sigma,!P6148)!in!PBS!for!15!min!(pre1implantation)! or! 25! min! (post1implantation! or! 3D1geec! embryos).! When! staining!transgenic! embryos,! they! were! screened! for! fluorescence! and! sorted! into! positive!and! negative! groups! prior! to! fixation,! and! remained! separated! throughout! the!procedure.!Fixed!embryos!were!washed!with!0.1%!Tween120!(Sigma,!P7949)!in!PBS!(PBS1T)! and! permeabilized! 0.5%! Triton! X1100! (Sigma,! T8787)! in! PBS! for! 30! min!(pre1implantation)!or!45!min!(post1implantation!or!3D1geec!embryos),! followed!by!washing!in!PBS1T!and!blocking!with!3%!BSA!in!PBS1T!(blocking!solution)!for!4!h!up!to! 48! h.! Incubation! with! primary! antibodies! in! blocking! solution! at! 4°C! was!performed! overnight,! and! after! washing! in! blocking! solution,! incubation! with!secondary!antibodies!and!Phalloidin!was!performed!for!2!h.!Next,!the!samples!were!washed!with!PBS!containing!DAPI!and! imaged! in! the!same!solution.!All! incubation,!
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washing! and! imaging! steps! were! carried! out! at! room! temperature! unless! stated!otherwise.!The!antibodies!and!dyes!used!are!described!in!Table!3.!
 
Table 3. Antibodies and dyes used for immunofluorescent staining. !
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IgG! 1:100! R&D!Systems! AF1700!

















546! donkey! 1:200! Life!Technologies! A10040!
anti2goat! Alexa!Fluor!488! donkey! 1:200! Life!Technologies! A11055!
anti2












(DNA)! DAPI! 2! 1:2000! Life!Technologies! D3571!
(Actin)! Rhodamine!Phalloidin! 2! 1:100! Invirogen! R415!
(Actin)! Phalloidin!633! 2! 1:50! Life!technologies! A22284!
Microinjection*
Microinjection! of! myr1PALM1tdiRFP! mRNA! was! performed! with! a! microinjector!(Eppendorf,! FemtoJet)! connected! to! a! micromanipulator! (Narishige,! MON2021D)!using!Zeiss!Observer.Z1!epifluorescence!microscope!(Zeiss)!at!32°C.!Embryos!were!transferred!into!a!10!μl!drops!of!KSOM1H!on!a!glass!bottom!dish!(MatTek,!P50611.51141F)!covered! in!mineral!oil.!The!mRNA!was! injected! into! the!cytoplasm!of!each!of!the!two!blastomeres!of!21cell!stage!embryos!(1.5!dpc,!42144!h!after!hCG!injection!into!the! female).!For! injection,!microinjection!needles!were!used! that!were!pulled! from!
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filament1containing! capillaries! (Warner! Instruments,! G100TF16).! For! holding,!holding! pipettes! were! used! that! were! pulled! from! capillaries! without! filament!(Warner! Instruments,! GC100T115).! Both! types! of! needles! were! pulled! with!micropipette! puller! (Sutter! Instruments,! P197),! and! further! prepared! using! a!microforge!(Narishige,!MF1900).!
Isolation*of*single*blastomeres*from*morula*
To! isolate! single! cells,! zona!pellucida!was! removed! from!81cell! stage! embryos! (2.5!dpc)!by!incubating!embryos!in!0.5!%!(w/v)!Proteinase!K!(Sigma,!P8811,!in!KSOM1H!with!0.5%!PVP140)!for!3!min.!After!washing,! the!zona!pellucida1free!embryos!were!transferred! to! Ca2+! and! Mg2+1free! KSOM! medium! (custom! made! as! described! in!Biggers! et! al.! 2000)! for! 10!min.! Single! cells! were! dissociated! by! pipetting! up! and!down!using!an!embryo1transfer!capillary! that!has!been! flame1polished!to!achieve!a!narrow! diameter.! Embryos! without! zona! and! single! cells! were! cultured! in! Petri!dishes!(Falcon,!351008)!to!avoid!attachment!to!the!dish!surface.!
Isolation*of*mural*trophectoderm*cells*by*manual*bisection**
4.5!dpc!embryos!were!left!to!hatch!naturally!from!zona!pellucida.!The!embryos!were!manually!bisected!by! cutting! at! the! ICM1blastocoel!boundary!with!30Gx1/2!needle!(BD,!305771).!ICM!and!polar!TE!cells!were!separated!from!mural!TE!cells!,!and!each!sample!was!transferred!to!100!μl!TRI!reagent!(Ambion,!AM9738)!on!ice!and!stored!at!120°C!until!RNA!extraction.!!
Isolation*of*single*cells*from*4.5*dpc*embryos*
Single! cells!were! isolated! from!blastocysts! based! on!previously! described!protocol!(Ohnishi!et!al.!2014).!Naturally!hatched!4.5!dpc!embryos!were!selected!for!single!cell!isolation! and! screened! for! required! marker! expression! using! LSM! 780! (Zeiss).!Embryos!were!moved!to!KSOM!containing!anti1mouse!lymphocyte!serum!(Cedarlane,!
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CL2301,!1:5!dilution)!for!30!min!at!37°C,!followed!by!washing!in!KSOM1H.!Embryos!were! then! transferred! to! KSOM! containing! Guinea! pig! complement! serum!(Cedarlane,!CL5000F,!1:2!dilution)!for!30!min!at!37°C,!followed!by!another!wash!in!KSOM1H.!The! lysed!TE!was!removed!by!pipetting!up!and!now!using!narrow!flame1polished! capillary.! The! isolated! ICM! was! transferred! to! 1! mM! EDTA/HBS! (Sigma,!55037C)!for!8!min!at!RT,!followed!by!incubation!in!0.1%!Trypsin!in!1!mM!EDTA/HBS!for!7!min!at!37°C.!The!ICM!was!then!moved!to!KSOM1H!and!pipetted!up!and!down!using!various!diameter!glass!pipettes!pulled!from!glass!capillaries!and!flame!polished!(as! described! in! section! “Recovery! and! culture! of! pre1implantation! embryos”),! or!pulled! using! micropipette! puller! (as! described! in! section! “Microinjection”).! Single!isolated! cells!were! transferred! into! 1! μl! KSOM! drops! in! an! imaging! dish! (MatTek,!P35611.51201C)!and!screened!for!required!fluorescent!singal!using!LSM!780!(Zeiss).!Single!cells!of!interest!were!then!moved!to!3.4!μl!of!Single1cell!RNA1seq!lysis!mixture!in!200!μl!tube!(Axygen,!PCR1021C)!and!placed!on!dry!ice!or!at!180°C.!The!Single1cell!RNA1seq! lysis!mixture! contained!4!U!Recombinant!Ribonuclease! Inhibitor! (Takara,!2313B),!2.9!mM!dNTP!(Thermo!Fisher,!R0193),!0.56%!Triton!X1100!(Sigma,!T8787)!in!nuclease1free!water!(Thermo!Fisher,!AM9932)!in!total!volume!of!3.4!μl.!
2D*periGimplantation*culture*
Hatched!embryos!were!moved!to!8!Well!slide!(μ1Slide!8!Well!ibiTreat,!Ibidi,!80826),!316!embryos/well,!containing!250!μl!warm!IVC1!medium!(as!described!in!Bedzhov!et!al.!2014:!advanced!DMEM/F12!(Life!Technologies,!126341010)! !supplemented!with!20%! (v/v)! heat1inactivated! FCS! (Fetal! Bovine! Serum! (South! America),! Embryonic!Stem! Cells! tested,! Biosera,! FB1001S),! 2!mM!GlutaMAX! !(Life! Technologies,! 350501061),! penicillin! (25! units/ml)/streptomycin! (25! μg/ml,! Life! Technologies,! cat.! no.!150701063),!1×!ITS1X!(10!mg!per!liter!insulin,!5.5!mg!per!liter!transferrin,!0.0067!mg!per!liter!sodium!selenite!and!2!mg!per!liter!ethanolamine,!Life!Technologies,!515001056),! 8! nM! β1estradiol! (Sigma1Aldrich,! E8875),! 200! ng/ml! progesterone! (Sigma1Aldrich,!P0130)!and!25!μM!N1acetyl1l1cysteine!(Sigma1Aldrich,!A7250).!!!!After!the!embryos!have!attached!to!the!bottom!of!the!dish!(112!days),!IVC1!medium!was! replaced! by! pre1warmed! IVC2! medium! (advanced! DMEM/F12!supplemented!
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with!30%!(vol/vol)!KSR!(Life!Technologies,!10828010),!2!mM!GlutaMAX,!penicillin!(25!units/ml)/streptomycin!(25!μg/ml),!1×!ITS1X!(10!mg!per!liter!insulin,!5.5!mg!per!liter! transferrin,! 0.0067! mg! per! liter! sodium! selenite! and! 2! mg! per! liter!ethanolamine,)! 8! nM! β1estradiol,!200! ng/ml! progesterone! ! and! 25! μM! N1acetyl1l1cysteine).!IVC2!medium!was!refreshed!every!day!for!the!duration!of!the!experiment.!Alternatively,!hatched!embryos!were!transferred!into!8!Well!slide!containing!250!μl!warm!FBS!only.!FBS!was!refreshed!daily!for!the!duration!of!the!experiment.!!!The! 81well! slides! were! placed! inside! Humidifying! Chamber! (Olaf! Humidifying!Chamber!with!µ1Slide!Click!Rack,!Ibidi,!80009),!and!incubated!as!described!for!pre1implantation!embryos.!
Isolation*of*primary*endometrial*cells*
Protocol! for! endometrial! cell! isolation! was! adapted! from! Salomon! and! Sherman,!1975.!Whole!uteri!were! isolated!from!114!dpc!pregnant! females!and!embryos!were!removed! as! described! in! section! “Pre1implantation! embryo! recovery”.! Uteri! were!cleaned!off!of!fat!and!mesentery,!cut!along!the!long!axis,!and!minced!into!small!pieces!using! dissection! scissors! and! a! disposable! scalpel.! The! pieces! were! digested! in!solution! containing! 1.5%! Trypsin,! 0.2%! EDTA,! 0.5!mg/ml! Clostridium! collagenase!(Sigma,!C0130,!in!0.05!M!Trizma!pH7.4!buffer)!and!200!units/ml!bovine!pancreatic!DNase! (Sigma,!D4527,! in! 0.15!M!NaCl! and!5!mM!CaCl2! buffer)! for! 10!min! at! 37°C,!shaking!at!1400!rpm.!The!solution!with!the!tissues!was!forcefully!resuspended!using!1!ml!pipette! tip!and! incubated! for!another!10!min.!The! large!pieces! in! the!solution!were!allowed!to!settle,!and!the!supernatant!was!transferred!into!MEF!medium!(see!section! “ESC! culture”).! Incubation! and! re1pipetting! steps!were! repeated! two!more!times! with! the! undigested! pieces.! The! three! resulting! supernatant! fractions! were!then!pooled,!spun!at!1200!rpm!for!5!min,!resuspended!in!MEF!medium!and!plated!on!a!cell!culture!dish.!!The!medium!was!changed!every!second!day.!
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Embryo*culture*on*uterine*endometrial*monolayers*
MEF!medium!was!aspirated!from!the!uterine!monolayers,!and!the!cells!were!washed!with!warm!D1PBS.!IVC1!medium!was!added!to!the!dish,!and!the!cells!were!allowed!to!adjust! for!5!h.!As! in!2D!peri1implantation!culture,!naturally!hatched!embryos!were!transferred!into!the!dish!containing!endometrial!monolayer!and!allowed!to!attach!for!at! least! 1! day.! After! attachment,! IVC1! medium! was! replaced! with! IVC2! medium,!which!was!further!refreshed!once!per!day.!!
3DGgeec:**MatrigelGCollagen*I*embedding*
Mixture!for!embedding!was!prepared!on!ice!using!pre1chilled!PBS!and!micropipette!tips!for!pipetting,!first!adding!PBS,!then!Collagen!I!(Corning®!Collagen!I,!Rat!tail,!Cat.!No.!354236),!followed!by!Matrigel!(Corning®!Matrigel®!Basement!Membrane!Matrix!Growth! Factor! Reduced,! Cat.! no.! 356230;! or! Corning®! Matrigel®! Basement!Membrane! Matrix! Growth! Factor! Reduced,! Phenol! Red! Free,! Cat.! no.! 356231),! at!proportions!2:1:3.!214!hatched!embryos!were!moved!to!an!empty!dish!in!around!1!μl!of!KSOM,!and!30!μl!of!the!above!mixture!was!added!on!top,!following!by!immediate!mixing!by!pipetting!up!and!down,!and!transfer!to!the!center!of!81well!slide.!Care!was!taken!to!place! the!embryos!at! the! top!of! the!drop!and!away! from!the!slide!bottom.!The! drops! were! allowed! to! rest! for! 20! min! at! 37°C! (see! methods! for! embryo!culturing),!and!350!μl!of!pre1warmed!IVC1!medium!was!added!on!top.!In!the!evening!on! the! next! day,! the! medium! was! exchanged! to! pre1warmed! IVC2! medium.! IVC2!medium!was!refreshed!every!day!for!the!duration!of!the!experiment,!and!incubation!conditions!were!as!described!above.!
3DGgeec:*Hydrogel*embedding*
The! technique! of! mounting! of! embryos! in! Hydrogel! corresponds! to! mounting! in!Matrigel! mixture.! Hydrogel! mixtures! were! prepared! at! room! temperature! as!described!by! the!manufacturer! (31D!Life!Dextran1PEG!Hydrogel!Kit,! Cellendes,! Cat.!No.! G9011).! The! final! concentrations! or!maleimide! and! thiol! groups! used!were! 2.0!
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mmol/l,! 2.5!mmol/l! and!3.0!mmol/l,! the! final! volume!30!μl/well.! The!dishes!were!allowed! to! rest! for! 2! min! at! room! temperature,! and! 350! μl! of! pre1warmed! IVC1!medium! was! added! on! top.! The! medium! was! exchanged! and! the! incubation! was!carried!out!as!described!above.!!Custom1made! PEG! gel! components! were! received! from! Matthias! Lutolf! (EPFL!Lausanne).! For! 1.5%! PEG1V! (degradable! hydrogel),! the! mixture! contained! 1x!hydrogel! buffer,! 1.5%! (w/v)! PEG1V! polymer,! 1x! FXIII! and! Advanced! DMEM/F12!added! to! a! final! amount! of! 25! μl.! For! 1.5%! PEG1A! (non1degradable! hydrogel),! the!mixture! contained! 1x! hydrogel! buffer,! 1.5%! (w/v)! PEG! polymer,! 1x! FXIII! and!Advanced!DMEM/F12!added!to!a!final!amount!of!25!μl.!For!0.8%!PEG1V,!the!mixture!contained! 1x! hydrogel! buffer,! 0.8%! (w/v)! PEG1V! polymer,! 1x! FXIII! and! Advanced!DMEM/F12!added!to!a!final!amount!of!25!μl.!For!0.8%!PEG1A,!the!mixture!contained!1x!hydrogel!buffer,!0.8%!(w/v)!PEG1A!polymer,!1x!FXIII!and!Advanced!DMEM/F12!added!to!a!final!amount!of!25!μl.!!The!custom1made!hydrogel!mixtures!were!prepared!in!the!following!way.!Buffer!and!respective! PEG! were! mixed,! vortexed! and! shortly! spun! down.! The! corresponding!amount!of!medium!containing!214!embryos!was!cast!as!a!drop!on!the!surface!of!an!embryo!culture!dish,!the!PEG1buffer!mixture!was!added!and!the!resulting!drop!was!mixed!by!pipetting!up!and!down.!FXIII!was!thawed!on!ice,!and!the!required!amount!was!added!to!the!drop!with!embryos,!mixing!immediately!by!pipetting!up!and!down!for!up!to!1!min!to!achieve!a!homogenous!gel.!After!mixing,!the!gel!was!cast!onto!81well!Ibidi!dish,!and!care!was!taken!to!place!embryos!at!the!top!of!the!drop!and!away!from!the!bottom!of!the!dish.!The!dish!was!transferred!to!37°C!for!20!min,!and!finally!the! polymerized! gel! drop! was! covered! with! 350! μl! of! pre1warmed! IVC1!medium.!From!this!step!on,!culturing!was!done!as!described!for!Matrigel1Collagen!I!embedded!embryos.!
MuViGSPIM*mounting*




A!special!embedding!groove!was!prepared!from!1%!agarose!in!3.5!cm!glass1bottom!dishes! (Greiner!bio1one,!627860)!as!shown! in!results.!Embryos!were!suspended! in!Matrigel1Collagen! I! mixture! and! transferred! to! the! groove,! followed! by! 20! min!incubation!at!37°C.!The!agarose!groove!and!the!embryos!were!then!covered!with!2!ml! of! pre1warmed! IVC1! medium! and! kept! in! 37°C! incubator! until! transfer! to! the!microscope.!!
Zeiss*Lightsheet*Z.1*mounting**
Embryos! were! prepared! as! described! in! section! ‘Matrigel1Collagen! I! mixture!embedding’.! Instead!of! casting! onto!81well! dish! surface,! the! embryos! and! the!ECM!mixture!were! immediately! aspirated! into! an!Fluorinated! ethylene!propylene! (FEP)!tube! (Karl! Schupp,! FSFEP01050106,! 01.05x1.06! mm/! WS! 0.05! mm)! by! pulling! a!plunger! (Brand,!701932)!up!by!111.5! cm.!The!FEP! tube!with!embryos!and!gel!was!air1dried! for! up! to! 5!min,! then! submerged! in! pre1warmed! IVC1!medium! in! a! 2!ml!screw1cap!tube!until!transfer!to!the!imaging!chamber.!
Microscopy'
Zeiss*LSM*780*
Embryos!were!imaged!on!LSM780!(Zeiss)!with!40x!water1immersion!C1Apochromat!1.2!NA!objective!lens!(Zeiss),!using!Zen!2014!software!(Zeiss).!Live!imaging!was!done!at! 37°C! and! 5%! CO2! humidified! atmosphere! using! an! in1house! made! LSM7801compatible!incubator.!
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Lightsheet*imaging*
Prior! to! imaging! on! Lightsheet! Z.1! (Zeiss),! the! imaging! chamber! and! all!mounting!materials!were! cleaned! by! submerging! in! 70%!EtOH! in! an! ultrasound! bath! for! 30!min,! followed! by! rinsing!with! sterile!water! and! air1drying.! 15!ml! of! IVC1! or! IVC2!medium!was!equilibrated!in!a!cell!culture!incubator!in!10!cm!cell!culture!dish!for!at!least!30!min!before! start! of! imaging.!50!ml!Luer!Lock! syringes! (Braun,!4617509F)!and!Luer!Lock!extension!lines!(Braun,!4097262)!were!used!to!transfer!medium!into!the!imaging!chamber.!Embryos!were!imaged!with!20x!W1Plan!Apochromat!objective!lens!UV1VIS,!NA!1.0,! using! Zen! software! (Zeiss).! The! filters! used!were!BP!5051545!and! LP! 585,! lasers! used! were! 514! nm! (50! mW,! 2%)! and! 561! nm! (20! mW,! 1%).!Imaging!was!done!at!0.8x!zoom!factor.!The!imaging!was!done!at!37°C!(heating!plate!set!at!37.5°C)!and!5%!CO2!humidified!atmosphere.!Medium!was!replaced!every!416!hours,!and!the!chamber!was!replaced!every!12118!hours.!!!Imaging!on!Leica!DLS!SP8!(Leica)!was!done!using!LAS!X!software! lightsheet!mode,!with!Leica!HC!PL!Fluotar!2.5x/0.07! illumination!objective!equipped!with!TwinFlect!mirror! device,! and! Leica! HC! FLUOTAR! L! 25x/0.95!W! detection! objective.! Imaging!was!done!in!custom1made!incubator!at!37°C!in!a!humidified!atmosphere.!!Imaging!on!MuVi1SPIM!was!done!as!detailed! in!de!Medeiros!et! al.!2015),!with! two!Nikon! 10X!NA!0.3! objectives! for! illumination! and! two!Nikon! 25X!NA!1.1! objective!lenses!for!detection,!all!water1immersion,!50:50!laser!beam!splitter!(non1polarized),!and!two!tube!lenses!(Nikon!200!and!300!mm).!The!cameras!used!were!Hamamatsu!Flash!4!V1!cameras!enabling!confocal!slit!detection.!!
Laser*ablation*
Laser! ablation! on!MuVi1SPIM! !was! done! using!Mikan! laser! (1030! nm!wavelength,!pulse! duration! 200! fs,! average! power! 800! mW,! repetition! rate! 54! MHz).! 25x!immersion!objective!of!NA!1.0!was!used!to!focus!the!infrared!laser.!Laser!ablation!on!MuVi1SPIM!was!performed!with!the!help!of!G.!de!Medeiros.!!
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Laser! ablation! on! LSM! 780! NLO! (Zeiss)! was! done! using! ! tunable! pulsed! infra1red!laser! (Chameleon! Vision).! ! The! two1photon! laser! was! used! at! 800! nm! and! 100%!power,! and! ablation! was! done! for! 20! iterations! with! 1.58! μs! pixel! dwell.! The!objective! used! was! 40x! water1immersion! C1Apochromat! 1.2! NA! objective! lens!(Zeiss),!using!Zen!2014!software!(Zeiss).!
Image'analysis'
Image*processing*
The!raw!images!were!processed!using!Fiji!running!ImageJ!(NIH,!USA)!and!Zen!2014!software! (Zeiss).!Multiview! fusion!deconvolution!of!MuVi1SPIM! image!was!done!as!described!in!de!Medeiros!et!al.!2015,.!
Image*data*quantification*
The! intensity! measurements! for! VET! lines! were! performed! by! J.E.! Dietrich! as!described!in!Dietrich!et!al.!2015).!!Sox21GFP!fluorescence! intensity!was!measured!using!Fiji.!For!each!measurement,!a!center!slice!for!the!cell!being!measured!was!selected.!For!full!embryos,!the!average!signal! intensity! in! Sox21GFP! channel! was! measured! in! the! nuclear! area! and!normalized!to!the!signal!intensity!in!the!H2B1mCherry!channel.!The!maximum!Sox21GFP! to! H2B1mCherry! ratio! was! set! to! 1.! For! reduced! system,! the! average! signal!intensity!in!Sox21GFP!channel!was!measured!in!the!largest!circular!area!fitting!within!a! cell.!No!normalization!was!performed!since! reduced!system!does!not!display! the!same!non1linear!loss!of!fluorescent!signal!with!increase!of!distance!from!the!imaging!objective!as!intact!embryos!due!to!their!small!size.!!Cells!were!counted!using!Fiji!cell!counter!on!a!respective!channel.!Embryo!long!axis!and!Epi!short!axis!were!determined!by!Fiji!measurements.!
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Unfolding*of*PrE*into*2Gdimensional*sheet*





























ICM1specific!reporter! lines!display!an!unexpected!stochastic! ICM!gene!upregulation!in!cells!that!do!not!form!ICM.!It!is!thrilling!to!ask!how,!throughout!the!time!the!first!lineages! arise,! is! this! stochastic! heterogeneity! of! lineage! marker! expression!generated!and!resolved,!and!whether!it!has!any!biological!role.!!The!work!described! in! first!result!chapters!of! this! thesis!has!been! initiated!by! Jens!Erik!Dietrich.! Together!with!my! contributions,! it! is! part! of! a! publication! (Dietrich,!Panavaite!et!al.!2015).!Here,!I!describe!the!core!findings!of!this!project,!and!provide!detailed!description!of!gene1trap! line!characterization,!which!was!my!experimental!contribution!to!the!publication.!!!
Venus*trap*in*the*mouse*embryo*




'Brightfield!and!confocal! live! images!of!developing!embryos!at!2.5!dpc,!3.5!dpc!and!beyond!4.5!dpc.!a,!TE1specific!line!Tmem50bGt!and!b,!ICM1specific!line!2610305D13RikGt.!Scale!bars,!50! μm.! All! fluorescent! images! are! single! confocal! sections,! representative! for! n≥3!independent!experiments!(adapted!from!Dietrich!et!al.!2015).!
Characterizing*VenusGtrap*mouse*lines*
To!confirm!the! lineage1specific!expression!of!two!of!the!resulting! lines,!Tmem50bGt!specific! to! TE! and! 2610305D13RikGt! specific! to! ICM,! we! performed!immunofluorescent! staining! against! Venus! together!with! other! established! lineage!markers,!Cdx2!(TE)!and!Sox2!(ICM,!Epi).!We!observed!that!at!4.5!dpc,!in!Tmem50bGt!embryos! nuclear! Venus! staining! overlapped! with! trophectoderm1specific! Cdx2!staining! (Fig! 4.2! a).! The! ICM! cells! that! are! positioned! on! the! inside! of! the! embryo!were! Cdx2! and! Venus1negative.! Meanwhile,! in! 2610305D13RikGt! nuclear! Venus!
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staining! was! restricted! to! the! ICM,! while! TE! cells! had! extra1nuclear! background!staining!only!(Fig!4.2b).!At!this!stage,!Sox2!is!marking!only!the!epiblast,!but!not!the!primitive!endoderm.!Notably,!Venus!staining!was!present!in!all!ICM,!including!Sox21positive!and!negative!cells.!
 
Figure'4.2.'LineagePspecific'expression'of'Venus'reporters.'!A!single1section!immunofluorescence!image!of!E4.5!blastocysts!simultaneously!stained!with!actin! dye,! DNA! dye,! and! antibodies! against! Venus! and! and! lineage1specific! markers.'
a,!Tmem50bGt! embryo! co1stained! for! Cdx2! (n=7! embryos! in! n=2! experiments)! and!
b,!2610305D13RikGt!embryo!co1stained!for!Sox2!(n=6!embryos!in!n=3!experiments).! In!the!merged! images! Venus! is! shown! in!magenta,! Cdx2! and! Sox2! in! green.! BF,! brighfield.! Scale!bars,!20!μm.!From!Dietrich!et!al.!2015.!!In! addition,! we! confirmed! lineage1specific! expression! of! the! trapped! genes,!Tmem50bGt!and!2610305D13RikGt!by!qRT–PCR!using!single1cell! cDNA!samples!of!Epi!and!PrE!cells,!and!pooled!samples!of!TE!cells.!Single1cell!cDNA!samples!for!qRT–
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PCR!were!prepared!by!Y.!Ohnishi,!and!cell!position!(inside,!outside,!TE,!Epi!or!PrE)!was!determined!as!described!in!Ohnishi!et!al.!2014.!Mural!TE!samples!were!prepared!by! manual! bisection! of! mural! TE! from! polar! TE! and! ICM.! Gapdh! was! used! as! a!housekeeping! gene! control,! and! ES! cell! cDNA! samples! were! run! with! each!experiment!in!to!ensure!normalized!amplification!between!sequential!experiments.!!!The!normalized!Ct!values!were!calculated!as!follows:!!ΔCt!=!Ct(sample)!1!Ct(control),!!where!Ct(sample)! is! the!average!cycle!number!at!which!amplification!curve! for! the!gene!of!interest!reached!the!gene1specific!threshold,!Ct(control)!is!the!average!cycle!number!at!which!amplification!curve!for!the!house1keeping!gene!reached!the!gene1specific! threshold,! and! ΔCt! is! the! normalized! Ct! value! for! the! given! sample.! The!normalization! sample!was! always! run!within! the! same! experiment! as! the! gene! of!interest!sample.!!
!




Figure'4.4.'LineagePspecific'expression'of'genes'trapped'in'VET'mouse'lines.'!Gene!expression!levels!in!single!cells!(EPI,!PrE)!or!a!collection!of!TE!cells!derived!from!E4.5!–!4.75! blastocysts,! depicted! as! RT1PCR! threshold! cycle! (Ct)! normalized! to! the! Gapdh! level!(ΔCt).! Each! bar! represents! an! average!ΔCt! value! for! a! given! gene.! For! values! see! text.! EPI!n=18!cells,!PrE!n=14!cells,!TE!=2!pooled!samples!containing!n=37!TE!each).!From!Dietrich!et!al.!2015.!!The!normalized!ΔCt!values!were!used!to!calculate!average!single!gene!ΔCt!values!and!standard!deviations!within!EPI,!PrE!or!TE!category.!The!number!of! cells!or!pooled!cell!samples!were:!EPI!n=18!cells,!PrE!n=14!cells,!TE!n=2!pooled!samples!containing!n=37!mural!TE!each.!Average!ΔCt!values!for!a!given!gene!were!as!follows!(EPI;!PrE;!TE,!average!±!standard!deviation!(s.d.)):!Cdx2!(24.7!±!0.4;!24,47!±!0.45;!3.68!±0.27),!Oct4!(2.3!±0.44;!4.33!±!0.9;!5.37!±!0.05),!Sox2!(4.82!±1.19;!19.19!±!7.64;!8.49!±0.25),!Tmem50b!(11.14!±!6.26;!9.43!±!5.4;!4.38!±!0.03),!2610305D13Rik!(6.41!±!0.99;!8.55!±!2.12;!N/A),!Gm13145!(10.56!±!4.53;!11.73!±!3.64;!11.59!±!0.43),!Gm13152!(18.29!±!2.38;!17.35!±!3.3;!N/A),!Gm13242!(12.34!±!3.55;!11.97!±!5.64;!10.61!±!0.35),!Rex2!(5.38!±!4.75;!9.92!±!6.47;!7.02!±!0.17);!Zfp600!(10.48!±!4.89;!9.55!±!4.09;!10.41!±!0.1).!In! several! single! cell! samples,! Ct! value! could! be! calculated,! but! the!melting! curve!analysis!has!shown!that!the!product!melting!temperature!(Tm)!was!shifted!and!did!not!correspond!to!that!of!other!samples.!In!such!cases,!after!completion!of!RT1qPCR!amplification,!the!samples!in!question!were!run!on!an!agarose!gel!in!order!to!identify!the! size! of! the! resulting! product.! In! all! such! cases,! the! product! size! did! not!correspond!to!the!expected!size!(Fig!4.3).!These!samples!were!marked!by!an!asterisk!in! Fig! 4.4! and! Fig! 4.5! and! their! Ct! values!were! not! used! to! calculate! average! and!standard!deviation.!!
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All!single!cell!Epi!and!PrE!samples!as!well!as!pooled!TE!samples!were!evaluated!for!expression!of!lineage1specific!genes!Cdx2!(TE),!Oct4!(TE,!Epi,!PrE,!later!restricted!to!Epi!and!PrE),!and!Sox2!(Epi).!Log2(ΔCt)!values!for!these!genes!in!each!type!of!sample!are! shown! in! Fig! 4.4.! Lower! Log2(ΔCt)! value! corresponds! to! higher! number! of!transcripts! for! the! corresponding! gene! in! the! given! sample.! The! expected! gene!expression! pattern! was! observed! in! each! sample! category,! with! the! exception! of!some!Sox2!transcripts!detected!in!TE!sample.!Due!to!the!fact!that!TE!samples!were!acquired!in!a!different!manner!and!contain!many!cells!obtained!from!the!blastocyst,!a!possibility!remains!that!some!Sox21expressing!cells!were!included!in!these!samples.!!Having!established!that!our!samples!show!lineage1specific!gene!expression!profiles,!we!next!asked! if!Tmem50B,!a!gene! trapped!by! line!Tmem50bGt,! is! restricted! to!TE.!Indeed! we! were! able! to! detect! high! number! of! Tmem50B! transcript! in! the!trophectoderm,!compared!to!Epi!and!PrE!samples!(Fig!4.4).!!!
!





'a,!Tmem50bGt(Venus),1H2B1mCherry,!mT!embryo!developing!from!81!to!641cell!stage!(n=27!embryos!in!n=3!experiments).!b,!Representative!images!of!a!2610305D13RikGt(Venus),!H2B1mCherry,! mT! embryo! developing! from! 161! to! 1281cell! stage! (n=27! embryos! in! n=3!experiments).!Scale!bars,!50!μm.!Venus!expression!images!are!shown!in!fire!LUT,!membrane!and!mCherry!are!shown!in!grey!scale!LUT.!From!Dietrich!et!al.!2015.!!It!is!important!to!note!that!due!to!the!presence!of!highly!repetitive!sequences!in!the!integration! site! for! line! VET53A,! several! candidates! for! the! gene! trapped! were!plausible.!The!repetitive!sequences! in!question!had!an!equally!high!homology!with!
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genes!2610305D13Rik,!Gm13145,!Gm13242,!Gm13152,!Rex2!and!Zfp600.!We! thus!wanted! to! examine! gene! expression! profiles! for! each! of! these! candidate! genes.!Consistent!with!our!time1lapse!imaging!and!immunofluorescent!staining!results,!we!were!looking!for!a!gene!that!is!expressed!in!both!Epi!and!PrE!at!late!blastocyst!stage,!but!was!not!found!in!TE.!Indeed,!the!only!gene!showing!this!expression!profile!was!2610305D13Rik! (Fig! 4.4).! We! thus! tentatively! assigned! the! trapped! gene! as!2610305D13RikGt.!!
!
Figure'4.7.'Method'of'establishing'gene'maps'of'prePimplantation'development.'!
a,!lineage!tracking!in!Nanog1GFP,!mT!embryo.!The!white!dots!mark!single!nuclei!from!which!fluorescence! intensity! is! measured.! GFP! expression! is! shown! in! fire! LUT,! membranes! are!shown!in!grey!scale!LUT.!Image!produced!by!J.E.!Dietrich.!b,'Binary!cellular!position!1!inside!(red)! or! outside! (blue),! determined! by!membrane! contacts,! and! relative! nuclear! position,!scaled! by! blue1white1red1gradient,! were! combined! with! fluorescence! intensity! of! the!reporter! measured! as! in! (a)! and! incorporated! into! the! lineage! map.! Scale! bar,! 50! μm.!Adapted!from!Dietrich!et!al.!2015,!and!unpublished!data!by!J.!E.!Dietrich.!!Next,! in!order!to!confirm!that!2610305D13Rik! is!restricted!to!ICM!in!a!progressive!manner,!we! looked! for!2610305D13Rik! transcripts! in! the! inside!or!outside!cells!of!3.25!dpc!or!3.5!dpc!embryo,!as!well!as!in!Epi,!PrE!or!TE!cells!in!4.514.75!dpc!embryo.!We! observed! that! at! early! blastocyst! stage,! 2610305D13Rik! transcripts! were!detected!in!the!inside!as!well!as!the!outside!cells,!while!at!late!blastocyst!stage,!only!
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Epi!and!PrE,!but!not!TE!cells!had!2610305D13Rik!transcript!(Fig!4.5).!These!findings!were! consistent! with! our! time1lapse! imaging! (in! 2610305D13RikGt! line,! Venus1positive! cells! are! progressively! restricted! to! ICM,! Fig! 4.6),! and! with!immunofluorescent! staining! (at!E4.5! in!2610305D13RikGt! line,!Venus!expression! is!restricted!to!PrE!and!Epi,!Fig!4.2!b).!!Together,!these!experiments!verified!that!the!fluorescent!reporters!and!the!trapped!genes!were!restricted!to!their!respective!lineages!at!late!blastocyst!stage.!
Lineage*segregation*map*of*mouse*preGimplantation*development*
Tmem50bGt!and!2610305D13RikGt!gene!trap!lines!were!further!selected!for!in1depth!analysis,!live!imaging!and!cell!tracking,!and!the!collected!data!used!to!establish!a!map!of!TE!and!ICM!lineage!segregation.!!!An! example! of! time1lapse! imaging! of! embryos! expressing! one! of! the! gene! trap!reporters,! nuclear! marker! H2B1mCherry! and! membrane! marker! mT! is! shown! in!Fig!4.6.!In!line!Tmem50bGt,!Venus!!reporter!can!be!first!seen!in!81cell!stage!embryo.!Throughout! development! to! 321cell! stage,! the! cells! in! the! outside! positions!upregulate!this!reporter!(Fig!4.6!a).!In!line!2610305D13RikGt,!Venus!reporter!is!not!visible!until!161cell!stage!(Fig!4.6!b).!Heterogeneous!Venus!expression!pattern!in!this!line!persists!to!blastocyst!stage,!and!is!only!finally!restricted!to!ICM!at!1281cell!stage!or!later!(Fig!4.6!b,!Fig!4.2!b).!!Each! nucleus! of! 81cell! stage! embryo! was! tracked! to! establish! the! lineage! tree! as!shown! in!Fig!4.7! a,! and! the! fluorescence! intensity! signal!was!quantified!over! time.!Measurements! collected! from! time1lapse! images! of! Tmem50bGt! and!2610305D13RikGt!lines!were!used!for!establishing!lineage!maps.!!In!the!lineage!map!(Fig!4.7!b),!every!box!represents!one!cell!cycle,!connected!by!lines!to!indicate!lineage.!Within! the!box,! the! color! indicates! relative!position!of! the! cell! to! the! center!of! the!embryo:! red! hues! indicate! that! the! cell! is! positioned!more! centrally! (inside),! blue!hues!indicate!that!the!cell!is!positioned!closes!to!the!periphery!(outermost!position).!
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!
Figure'4.8.'Lineage'map'for'all'cells'in'one'Tmem50bGtPreporter'embryo.''!A! lineage!map! integrating! reporter!expression!dynamics!with! cell!position! in!Tmem50bGt,!H2B1mCherry,! mT! embryo! at! 81! to! 321cell! stage.! Blue! and! red! lines! indicate! outside! and!inside! cells,! respectively.! Blue1white1red! scale! indicates! relative! distance! of! nuclei! to! the!surface!of!the!embryo.!Dagger!marks!cells!undergoing!apoptosis!and!cell!lineages!lost!during!imaging!are!labelled!with!an!“L”.!Yellow!arrows!highlight!representative!descendant!pairs!as!a!result!of!asymmetric!divisions!with!clear!difference!in!the!expression!level.!!The! line!graph! inside! the!box! shows! the!marker!expression! level!over! time.!Venus!expression! intensity! is! normalized! first! to! H2B1mCherry,! and! subsequently! to! the!
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maximum!expression!intensity!of!all!cells!in!the!same!cell1cycle!stage!of!an!embryo.!Each!box! in! the! lineage! tree! ranges! from!0! to!1! in!normalized! expression.! Lineage!maps!were!generated!by!S.!Gunther.!!The! lineage! maps! allowed! us! to! analyze! quantitative! gene! expression! dynamics!during! the! first! lineage! segregation! in! mouse! blastocyst! development.! In! order! to!compare!with!existing!models!of! lineage!segregation,!we! looked! for!a! link!between!cell! division! pattern! or! cell! position,! and! upregulation! of! lineage1specific! gene!exprssion.!We!observe!that!while!both!TE!and!ICM!markers!show!initial!expression!heterogeneity,! asymmetric! division! drives! the! upregulation! of! TE1specific! gene!expression,!and!this!allows!a!prediction!of!TE!lineage,!to!some!extent,!at!the!161cell!stage!(Fig!4.8).!However,!if!the!same!analysis!for!the!ICM!markers!revealed!that!ICM!marker! expression! does! not! demonstrate! this! clear! correlation! with! the! division!pattern! (Fig! 4.9).! Importantly,! ICM1specific! markers! are! restricted! to! ICM! (ICM1specific!gene!network!established)!only!at!641cell!stage,!and!the!initiation!of!a!single!ICM!marker!expression!does!not!allow!predicting! the! future! cell! fate.!Our!analyses!suggest! that! the! expression! of! TE! and! ICM! lineage! markers! is! not! initiated! in! a!reciprocal! manner,! but! rather! with! different! timings! and! through! distinct!mechanisms.! The! upregulation! of! a! TE! lineage! marker! begins! earlier! and! may! be!largely! driven! by! asymmetric! division,! while! that! for! the! ICM!marker!may! not! be!following!the!same!mechanism,!and!remains!to!be!further!elucidated!(summarized!in!discussion!Fig!5.1).!Ultimately,!the!existence!of!distinct!mechanisms!for!specification!of! the!TE! and! ICM! cell! fate! raises! a! question! if! stochastic! cell1to1cell! heterogeneity!plays!an!important!role!in!establishing!pluripotency.!!
Towards*enrichment*of*the*lineage*map*
The!lineage!map!of!a!single! lineage!reporter!was!not!sufficient! to!predict! inner!cell!mass!fate,!possibly!due!to!the!stochastic!onset!of!gene!expression.!We!thus!aimed!to!test! the! hypothesis! that! a! combination! of! stochastic! heterogeneities! of! gene!expression!would!provide!us!with!the!ability!to!predict!ICM!fate.!We!stipulated!that!if!!
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Figure' 4.10.' Heterogeneities' in' early' mouse' embryo' revealed' by' simultaneous' two'
reporter'imaging.'!
a,!Live!imaging!of!developing!Nanog1GFP!x!Zfp6001H2B1mCherry!embryo!from!79!to!125!h!after!hCG!injection.!b,!Live!imaging!of!developing!Sox21GFP!x!Zfp6001H2B1mCherry!embryo!from! 81! to! 91! h! after! hCG! injection.! Arrows! point! to! double1positive! nuclei,! arrowheads!point!to!nuclei!positive!for!Zfp6001H2B1mCherry!only.!Scale!bars,!30!µm.!!that! will! help! us! identify! a! mechanism! by! which! pluripotent! cell! lineage! is!established.!!Wanting! to! combine! two! different! fluorescent! reporters! in! the! same! embryo,! we!employed! a! second1generation! gene! trap! line! Zfp600Gt(mCherry)SEC14! (from! here! on!referred!to!as!Zfp600Gt;!PhD!thesis!by!S.!Wennekamp)!that!is!largely!restricted!to!ICM!at!late!blastocyst!stage.!First,!we!used!this!mCherry!reporter!line!in!combination!with!lines! expressing! canonical! pluripotency! markers! Sox21GFP! or! Nanog1GFP.! The!expression! patterns! of! these! GFP1expressing! reporters! are! compared! to! Zfp600Gt!expression!in!the!same!embryo!in!Fig!4.10.!!Similar!to!2610305D13RikGt,!expression!of! Zfp600Gt! starts! on! 2.5! dpc.! Two1channel! live! imaging! of! Nanog1GFP! x! Zfp600Gt!embryo! developing! from! 161! to! 1281cell! stage! has! revealed! cell1to1cell! expression!
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a,'A!single!blastomere!isolated!from!an!81cell!embryo!expressing!membrane!market!mT!and!Sox21GFP!dividing!two!times!to!give!rise!to!a!mini1blastocyst.!!Shown!is!representative!image!for!n=6!blastomeres! in!n=2!experiments.!Time!shown!relative!to!1/81! to!2/161cell!division!(t=0).! b,' Sox21GFP! expression! measured! over! time! in! a! single! 1/8! blastomere! and! all! its!descendants.! Colours! of! tracks! were! set! according! to! final! cell! position! within! the! mini1blastocyst.! Arrow! points! to! the! time! of! envelopment! of! one! sister! blastomere! by! another.!Scale!bar,!20!μm.!!described! above! (Fig! 4.10! a).! Sox2! is! one! of! the! key! transcription! factors! of!transcriptional! regulatory! network! for! pluripotency! that! also! includes! Oct4! and!
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Nanog,! all! of!which! are! so! far! described! as! equally! important! transcription! factors!(reviewed! in! Young! 2011),! yet! remarkably,! Sox21GFP! expression! appears! to! be!clearly!segregated!between!inside!and!outside!populations!starting!after!division!to!161cell! stage.!This!has!not!been!observed! for!any!other! ICM!markers! (Nanog,!Oct4,!Zfp600Gt,!2610305D13RikGt).!!
!
Figure'4.12.'Sox2PGFP'positive'cells'in'early'and'late'mouse'morula.'





'Sox21GFP! expression!measured! over! time! in! all! descendants! of! one! cell! in! an! intact! 81cell!embryo! expressing! H2B1mCherry,! Sox21GFP,! and! an! injected! cell! membrane!marker!myr1PALM1tdiRFP.!Colours!of!tracks!were!set!according!to!final!cell!position!within!the!embryo.!Arrow! points! to! the! time! when! a! cell! assumed! an! inner! position! loosing! contact! to! the!outside.!Shown!is!lineage!track!representative!of!n=12!cells!in!n=3!embryos.!!enveloped! by! another! (Fig! 4.11! b).! During! 2/161cell! stage,! Sox21GFP! expression!steadily! increased,! and! after! division! to! 4/321cell! stage,! the! two! daughter!blastomeres!that!were!positioned!inside!the!mini1blastocyst!displayed!a!continuous!increase! in!Sox21GFP!expression.! In!all!blastomeres!observed! that!expressed!Sox21GFP!(n=6),!it!took!between!360!and!400!min!after!1/81!to!2/161cell!division!for!Sox21GFP!fluorescence!intensity!to!rise!above!that!of!background!level!of!the!outside!cells!(Fig! 4.11! b).! Less! than! an! hour! after! enveloping! has! passed! before! Sox21GFP!expression!has!risen!above!the!background!levels!in!the!inside!cell.!!The! initial! observations! in! a! reduced! system! encouraged! us! to! look! back! to! a!complete!embryo!and!ask!whether! the! correlation!between! inner! cell!position!and!Sox21GFP!expression!is!true!in!a!full!system!as!well.!First,!we!looked!at!when!the!first!Sox21GFP!expression!above!the!background! level!could!be!detected,!and!where!the!expressing!cell!was!positioned.!We!looked!at!one!embryo!at!the!beginning!of!Sox21GFP!expression!until!321cell!stage.!At!231cell!stage,!the!first!cell!that!displayed!Sox21GFP! signal! slightly! above! that! of! other! cells! and! was! positioned! inside! could! be!observed! (Fig! 4.12).! However,! at! this! time,! 7! cells! in! total!were! positioned! on! the!
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inside!of!the!embryo!with!no!contact!to!the!outside.!At!301cell!stage,!the!background!signal!had!increased!and!thus!the!Sox21GFP!fluorescence!intensity!at!which!a!cell!was!considered!to!be!above!background!level!was!increased!accordingly.!At!this!stage,!7!out!of!13!inside1positioned!cells!were!expressing!Sox21GFP.!These!observations!were!consistent! with! our! finding! that! asymmetric! division! does! not! lead! to! immediate!expression!of!Sox2,!as!possibly!the!cells!that!are!positioned!inside!the!231cell!morula!embryo! but! do! not! express! Sox2! have! been! enveloped! recently! and! have! not! yet!upregulated! Sox21GFP! at! the! time! of! measurement.! Since! a! dynamic! cell!rearrangement! is! possible! during!161! to! 321cell! stage,!we! stipulated! that! the! same!assumption!is!valid!for!cells!inside!301cell!embryo!that!did!not!upregulate!Sox21GFP.!!
!
Figure'4.14'Generation'of'CriptoPtdTomato'BAC'line.'!
a,' 4.5! dpc! blastocyst! expressing! Cripto1tdTomato! restricted! to! the! Epi.!b,' 6.5! dpc! embryo!expressing!Cripto1tdTomato!restricted!to!the!Epi.!Scale!bars,!40!μm.!!To! understand! the! relationship! between! the! inner! cell! position! and! Sox21GFP!upregulation!in!an!intact!embryo,!we!tracked!the!lineage!of!and!quantified!Sox21GFP!expression!over!time!in!one!blastomere!of!an!81cell!embryo!that!will!give!rise!to!the!first!cell!that!expresses!Sox21GFP.!In!the!embryo!described!below,!after!asymmetric!81!to!161cell!division,!the!second!daughter!of!this!blastomere!remained!outside!and!only! contributed! to!TE.!As!observed! in! a! reduced! system,!no! increase! in! Sox21GFP!expression!was!detected!immediately!after!a!cell!assumed!an!inside!position!within!the!embryo!(Fig!4.13).!Over!700!min!after!81!to!161cell!division,!and!around!500!min!after!losing!contact!to!the!outside,!first!increase!in!Sox21GFP!expression!in!the!inside!cell! was! observed,! followed! immediately! by! division! of! the! expressing! cell,! and!further! synchronized! increase! of! Sox21GFP! expression! in! both! daughter! cells.! The!cells!that!remained!outside!after!81!to!161cell!division!did!not!upregulate!Sox21GFP.!Furthermore,!similar!Sox21GFP!expression!upregulation!pattern!and!timing!could!be!
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I!aimed!to!identify!the!symmetry!breaking!within!the!blastocyst!that!forms!a!basis!for!the! embryonic! body! axis! formation,! specifically! examining! the! distal! visceral!endoderm!progenitors.!To!this!end,!I!set!out!to!develop!a!culture!method!that!would!support!in#vivo1like!morphogenesis!and!gene!expression!change!in!peri1implantation!embryos,!and!thus!allow!us!to!monitor!behavior!of!anterior!marker1expressing!cells.!Next,! by! observing! and! manipulating! peri1implantation! embryos! I! aimed! to!understand! the! mechanism! by! which! DVE! progenitors! converge! onto! their! final!distal!position,!and!how!these!cells!are!linked!to!DVE!at!5.5!dpc.!Lastly,!to!elucidate!the!processes!that!lead!to!the!emergence!of!DVE!progenitors,!I!describe!the!dynamics!of! DVE1specific! gene! expression! by! tracking! the! corresponding! reporters! in! living!embryos.!!!
2D*periGimplantation*culture*supports*development*of*egg*cylinder*in*vitro*
We!wished!to!culture!the!mouse!embryo!between!E4.5!and!E6.5!in!a!way!that!would!be!compatible!with!live!imaging.!!!We!first!tried!culturing!embryos!as!previously!described!(Bedzhov!et!al.!2015).!We!refer!to!this!method!as!IVC!(in#vitro!culture),!after!the!medium!used.!When!using!IVC!method,!many!embryos!would!perish!when!transferred!to!IVC1!medium,!while!most!others!would!form!amorphous!clumps,!as!can!be!seen!in!Fig!4.16!a.!In!such!clumps,!Sox21positive!and!Cdx21positive!populations!are!not!segregated,!and!many!cells!are!expressing!either!both!transcription!factors!at!the!same!time,!or!neither.!Most!of!such!disorganized!structures!would!continue!growing!without!resembling!any!embryonic!stage.!In!these!conditions,!some!embryos!transferred!to!IVC!would!emerge!from!the!amorphous! clump! stage! and! start! directional! elongation.! A! few! of! those! embryos!
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a,!IVC!Day!4!embryos!stained!with!antibodies!against!Cdx2!and!Sox2,!and!actin!dye.!Yellow!arrow,! cells! positive! for! both! Cdx2! and! Sox2;! white! arrow,! Cdx2! population;! white!arrowhead,!Sox2!population;!b,!An!example!of! IVC1cultured!embryo!expressing!membrane!marker!mT!that!shows!early!signs!of!amniotic!cavity!marked!by!an!asterisk!(*).!Scale!bars,!a,!100μm,!b,!50!μm.!
Presence*of*stromal*cells*does*not*preserve*periGimplantation*embryo*morphology**
Due! to! the! low! success! rate! and! the! loss! of! peri1implantation! embryo!morphology!and! gene! expression! when! using! IVC! method! for! peri1implantation! culture,! we!became! interested! in!exploring!alternative! culturing!methods.!We! first! examined! if!the! uterine! environment! support! is! required! for! proper! peri1implantation!
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Figure' 4.17.' Primary' uterine' cell' culture' and' coPculture' with' periPimplantation'
embryos.'
'
a,' primary! cell! culture! recovered! from! the! uterus! stained! with! actin! and! DNA! dyes.! b,'Representative!brightfield!image!of!an!embryo!cultured!together!with!primary!uterine!cells,!n=6/30! embryos! in! n=2! experiments! .!c,' a!magnified! image!of! picture! in! (b),! showing!mT!expressing!embryo1derived!trophoblast!cells!displacing!uterine!cells!in!culture.!Scale!bars,!a!and!c,!40!μm,!b,!200!μm.'!development.!For!this,!we!have!isolated!uterine!stromal!cells!and!were!established!a!2D!primary!endometrial! cell! culture.!When!grown!on!a! glass1bottom! imaging!dish,!these!cells!formed!a!continuous!monolayer!(Fig!4.17!a).!Next,!we!added!late!4.5!dpc!blastocysts!on! top!of! this!monolayer,!and!cultured! in!same!conditions!as!described!for! IVC!method.!We! observed! that! at! a! stage! resembling! egg! cylinder,! embryos! in!such!co1culture!displaced!stromal!cells,!as!indicated!by!a!ring!of!embryo1derived!cells!around!each!embryo! that!developed! to!egg1cylinder!stage! (Fig!4.17!b,! c).!However,!embryos! in! co1culture! attached! to! the! bottom! of! the! dish! in! the! same! way! as!observed! in! IVC!method,! and! entered! a! disorganized! state! as! described! above.!We!thus!concluded!that!presence!of!uterine!stromal!cells,!at! least!with!the!methods!we!have!tried!so!far,!does!not!improve!2D!peri1implantation!embryo!culture,!and!is!not!suitable!to!monitor!cell!lineage!progression!during!peri1implantation!development.!!
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3D* culture* recapitulates* morphogenesis* and* gene* expression* dynamics* of* periG
implantation*development*
As!many!embryos!remained!flattened!and!disorganized!when!using!IVC!and!uterine!cell! co1culture!methods,! we! hypothesized! that! flattening! of! the! embryo! onto! a! 2D!surface! mechanically! alters! peri1implantation! embryo! morphology! and! prevents!three1dimensional! (3D)!growth!and!egg! cylinder!extension.!Therefore!we!aimed! to!prevent!non1isotropic!embryo!contact!with!glass!or!plastic!surfaces!by!transferring!the! embryo! culture! to! a! 3D! environment.! We! tested! embedding! in! extracellular!matrix! (ECM)! gels! composed! of! different! materials.! The! highest! percentage! of!embryos! progressing! to! egg1cylinder! stage! was! reached! when! cultured! in! IVC!medium!within!gels!comprised!of!growth!factor1reduced!Matrigel!and!Collagen!I.!We!named!this!culture!‘3D1geec’,!for!3D!gel!embedded!embryo!culture!(Fig!4.18).!Some!embryos!nevertheless!sink!to!the!bottom!of!the!Matrigel1Collagen!I!drop!and!attach!to!the!bottom!of!the!dish,!resulting!in!the!flattened!morphology!as!in!the!IVC!method,!and!are! thus!not!used! for!experiments.!Around!half! (51.85%,!n=42/81!embryos! in!n=4! experiments)! the! embryos! grown! in! 3D1geec! form! elongated! egg1cylinder! like!structures!with!distinct!Cdx21positive!and!Sox21positive!cell!populations!(Fig!4.18).
!
Figure'4.17.'Setup'of'3DPgeec.'!Scheme! depicting! mounting! of! embryos! for! 3D1geec.! Embryos! are! suspended! within!Matrigel1Collagen! I! mixture! or! PEG! hydrogel,! and! a! drop! is! made! in! one! well! of! 81well!imaging1compatible!dish.!Embryos!have!no!contact!with!the!surface!of!the!dish.!The!drop!is!covered!with!IVC1!or!IVC2!medium.!!To!evaluate!the!3D1geec!culture!conditions,!we!compared!the!size!distribution!of!3D1geec! embryos! with! that! of! in# vivo! grown! embryos.! Specifically,! we! measured! the!proximal1distal! axis! of! 3D1geec! embryos! on! day! 3! of! culture! (day! 0! is! the! day! of!
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'Embryos! cultured! in!3D1geec! for!2!days! and! stained!with!DNA!dye! and!antibodies! against!Gata4! and! Oct3.4.! Type! A! embryos! show! two! layers! of! Gata4+cells,! a! single! Oct3/4! cell!population,!and!a!layer!of!TE1derived!cells!covering!both.!Type!B!embryos!show!single!layer!of!Gata4+!cells,!single!Oct3/4!cell!population,!but!no!TE1derived!cells!covering!either.!Type!C!embryos! show! one! or! multiple! Gata4+! or! Oct3/4+! populations! and! clear! structure.! Scale!bars,!20!μm.!Embryos!were!collected!and!images!acquired!by!Anthony!Razov.!!Furthermore,! some! of! the! egg1cylinder! stage! embryos! on! day! 3! or! 4! of! 3D1geec!showed! asymmetrical! positioning! of! Lefty1! expression! domain! (Fig! 4.20! c),!suggesting! the! anterior1posterior! axis! specification! comparable! to! 6.5! dpc! embryo!(Fig! 4.20! d).! Prolonged! 3D1geec! culture! produced! large! spherical! structures! with!apparent! embryonic! structure! on! top,! similar! to! those! previously! reported! (Hsu!1973).!On!day!7,!somites!could!be!seen!under!dissecting!microscope!(Fig!4.23),!and!contractile!activity!of!75!contractions!per!minute!was!observed.!On!day!8,!it!sped!up!to!150!contractions!per!minute,!consistent!with!the!development!of!cardiac!cells.!!!Altogether,!we!have!demonstrated!that!3D1geec!is!suitable!to!study!development!at!4.516.5!dpc,!and!to!monitor!morphologenesis!and!dynamic!gene!expression!changes!during!peri1implantation!development.!
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Alternative*embedding*materials*for*3D*embryo*culture*
Recent! advances! in! organoid! culture! have! presented! a! synthetic! 3D! embedding!technique! that! avoids! batch! variation! of! biological! gels,! is!more! flexible! and! easily!controllable,! and! is! fully! defined! and! free! of! biological! compounds! such! as! growth!factors! (Caiazzo! et! al.! 2016).! Custom1produced! biomimetic! hydrogels! have! been!demonstrated! to! be! compatible! with! organoids! and! gastruloids! (Gjorevski! et! al.!2016,!Ranga!et!al.!2016,!Vannini!et!al.!2016,!M.!Lutolf,!personal!communication).!!
!
Figure'4.23.'Prolonged'3DPgeec'culture.'
'Brightfield! image! of! embryo! cultured! in! 3D1geec! for! 7! days.! Inset! shows! the! area! where!contractile!activity!was!observed.!Image!acquired!with!the!help!of!Thomas!Chartier.!!Wishing!to!benefit!from!these!advantages,!we!thus!tested!3D1geec!with!hydrogel!as!a!replacement!for!Matrigel–Collagen!I!mixture.!While!commercial!hydrogel1embedded!culture! performed! better! than! IVC,! and! fewer! embryos! failed! to! exit! disorganized!state,! Matrigel1Collagen! I! mixture! remained! the! superior! embedding! technique.!Therefore,! drawing! inspiration! from! newest! developments! in! hydrogel! embedding!cultures,! we! resolved! to! test! embedding! within! an! over1time! degradable! or! non1degradable! bio1mimetic! hydrogels! at! different! concentrations! (Fig! 4.24).! We!observed! when! using! degradable! gel! that! many! embryos! eventually! sank! to! the!bottom! of! the! dish,! making! contact! with! and! attaching! to! the! dish! surface! and!therefore!were!not!cultured!in!3D!culture!(Fig!4.24!a,!b).!Several!embryos!displayed!elongated!morphology!and!apparent!VE!layer!(Fig!4.24!a,!b).!Most,!however,!formed!round! small! size! clumps! and! did! not! develop! further! (Fig! 4.24! a,! b).! Similar!morphology!was!observed!when!using!non1degradable!hydrogel!(Fig!4.24!c).!A!third!type!of!Hydrogel! that! is! degradable!over! time!due! to! exposure! to!water!molecules!will!be!available!to!us!shortly.!This!type!of!hydrogel!has!shown!most!promise!in!long1
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term!organoid!and!gastruloid!3D!culture!so!far!(M.!Lutolf,!personal!communication).!Therefore! we! will! work! towards! fine1tuning! this! type! of! degradable! gel! and!developing!a!synthetic1gel!embedded!3D!embryo!peri1implantation!culture.!
!
Figure'4.24.'3DPgeec'using'customPmade'hydrogel'embedding.'
'Embryos! cultured! in! 3D1geec! for! 4! days! using!PEG1V!degradable! hydrogel! (a,! b)! or! PEG1A!non1degradable! hydrogel! (c)! as! embedding! material.! a,' Embedding! in! 1.5%! PEG1V.! Many!embryos!made!contact!to!the!bottom!of!the!dish!(middle!column),!while!most!of!the!properly!embedded!embryos!did!not!elongate!to!form!egg!cylinder!with!the!exception!of!two!embryos!as! shown! in! the! right! panel.! b,' Embedding! in! 0.8%! PEG1V.! Most! embryos! formed! round!clumps! and! did! not! elongate,!with! the! exception! of! one! embryo! shown! in! the! right! panel.!
c,'Embedding! in! 0.8%! PEG1A.!Most! embryos! perish,! while! some! form! smooth! edge! round!clumps.'
Imaging*periGimplantation*development*
Most! importantly,!we!wished! to! image!3D1geec!embryos!with!high! time! resolution!and!for!extended!periods!of!time.!3D1geec!proved!not!to!be!compatible!with!upright!setup!of!confocal! laser!scanning!microscope!due! to! fact! that!embedding! introduces!additional!distance!between!the!objective!and!the!embryo.!In!cases!when!the!embryo!could!be!seen,!it!would!be!invariably!attached!to!the!bottom!of!the!dish!and!therefore!could!not!be!considered!to!be!cultured!in!3D1geec.!!
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To! overcome! this! problem,!we! looked! for! alternative! imaging!methods! that!would!allow! us! to! look! deeper! within! the! tissue! of! peri1implantation! embryos.! Our!experience! has! previously! shown! that! selective! plane! illumination! microscopy,! or!SPIM!(Huisken!et!al.!2004,!Krzic!et!al.!2012),!allows!in1depth!observation!of!mouse!embryonic!tissue!at!6.5!dpc.!At!this!stage,!we!were!able!to!see!single!nuclei!of!the!egg!cylinder,! and! to! resolve! membranes! between! them! (Fig! 4.25,! de! Medeiros! et! al.!2015).!!
!









a,'Mounting!of!3D1geec!embryos!for!live!imaging.!b,!Time1lapse!images!of!3D1geec!Day!1of!a!transgenic!embryo!expressing!Cripto1tdTomato!and!actin!marker!Lifeact1GFP.!Embryo!in!3D1geec! continues! peri1implantation! development;! the! epiblast! and! PrE! move! into! the!blastocoel!cavity.!Time!is!shown!relative!to!the!start!of!imaging.!Scale!bars,!50!μm.!
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a,'3.5!dpc!embryos!stained!with!antibodies!against!Gata4!and!Lefty1,!and!actin!dye.!Lefty1!is!located! in! the! ICM.!b,! 4.5! dpc! embryos! stained!with! antibodies! against! Oct2/4,! Gata4! and!Lefty1.!Lefty1!expression!is!first!observed!in!the!Epi!and!progressively!changes!to!PrE.!Scale!bars,!50!μm.!!!blastocoel!cavity!(Fig!4.27!b),!as!observed!in!the!initial!tests!using!Leica!DLS!SP8.!To!our! knowledge,! epiblast! and! primitive! endoderm!movement! into! blastocoel! cavity!has!not!been!previously!observed!by!live!imaging.!
Anterior* marker* expression* starts* in* the* blastocyst* and* is* maintained* during* periG
implantation*development*
Having!established!tools!to!bridge!the!blastocyst!and!the!post1implantation!stages#in#





a,'4.5!dpc!embryo!expressing!Lefty1membVenus!reporter!and!membrane!marker!mT!(center!slice! and!maximum! intensity! projection).! Three! Venus+! cells! are! seen! facing! the! cavity.!b,'Pdgfra1EGFP1positive!and!Lefty1membVenus1positive!cell!dividing!and!moving! into!a!cavity!facing!position!within!a!4.5!dpc!embryo.!Arrows!point!to!the!tracked!cell!and!its!descendants.!Scale!bars,!a,!50!μm,!b,!20!μm.!!implantation.!To! this! end,!we! first!performed! immunofluorescent! staining!on!early!post1implantation! stage! embryos.! Lefty1! protein! could! be! detected! at! all! post1implantation!stages!examined!(Fig!4.28).! In!embryos!dissected!very!early!on!5!dpc,!Lefty11positive! cells!were! found!within! the!epiblast!with!a!Lefty11negative!PrE/VE!cell!layer!surrounding!them!(Fig!4.28!a).!At!5.25!dpc,!when!the!epiblast!is!elongated!but!proamniotic! cavity!has!not! started! to! form,!Lefty11positive!cells! can!be!seen! in!the! distal! tip! of! VE! (Fig! 4.28! b).! Such! expression! pattern! persists! through! to! E5.5,!when!amniotic!cavity!begins!to!form!with!the!epiblast!(Fig!4.28!c).!This!suggests!that!Lefty1!expression!persists!during!implantation.!!!Since! AVE/DVE! precursors! can! likely! be! tracked! back! to! the! blastocyst,! it! is!important! to!discover! their!origin.!Thus!we!wished! to! identify! the!earliest!point!at!which!anterior! factors!are!expressed! in! the!mouse!embryo.!We! looked! into!known!anterior!markers!Lefty1!and!Hex!in!late!morula,!early!and!late!blastocyst.!!!We! observed! the! earliest! expression! of! Lefty1! protein! in! mid1to1late! blastocyst!(Fig!4.29.a).!As!the!blastocyst!matures,!the!Lefty11positive!cell!population!grows,!and!
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a,'Time1lapse!of!E3.01E4.5!embryo!expressing!Hex1membVenus!and!membrane!marker!mT.!Hex1membVenus!expression!starts!in!the!ICM!and!progressively!moves!to!PrE.!b,'Time1lapse!of!E3.0!embryo!expressing!Hex1membVenus!and!mT.!The!arrows!point!to!Hex1membVenus!expressing! cell!moving! from! inner! position! in! ICM! to! cavity1facing! position! in! future! PrE.!Scale!bars,!a,!50!μm,!b,!20!μm.'!
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Immunofluorescently! stained! with! Lefty1! antibody! (Fig! 4.29! b).! In# vitro1cultured!blastocysts! at! this! stage! do! not! undergo! Epi! elongation.! This! contradiction! can! be!explained! by! the! unsuitability! of! pre1implantation! embryo! culturing! media! and!culturing! protocols! for! late! blastocysts,! which! could! delay! morphological!development!without!delaying!gene!expression.!#
!
Figure'4.32.'DVE/AVE'progenitors'maintain'Hex'expression'during'periPimplantation'
development.'3D1geec!embryo!on!day!1!of!culture!expressing!Hex1membVenus!and!membrane!marker!mT.!Hex1membVenus!is!continuously!expressed!during!implantation.!Epi!and!PrE!move!into!the!blastocoel!cavity.!Time!is!shown!relative!to!the!start!of!imaging.!Scale!bars,!50!μm.!!To!capture!the!transition!of!the!first!Lefty1membVenus!cells!to!cavity1facing!position,!we! turned! to! live! imaging! and! cell! tracking.! Interestingly,! when! observing! the!expression! of! PrE! reporter! Pdgfrα1EGFP! simultaneously! with! Lefty1membVenus!marker! in!the!same!embryo,!we!have!noticed!that! the! first!cells! that!express!Lefty1membVenus! late! on!3.5! dpc! are!Pdgfrα1EGFP1positive! (Fig! 4.30!b).! Such! cells! then!move!to!the!cavity!facing!position!during!blastocyst!maturation.!On!the!other!hand,'Hex1membVenus!expression!can!be!detected!in!early!3.5!dpc!blastocysts,!around!12!hours!earlier!than!Lefty1membVenus!(Fig!4.31!a).!Similar!to!Lefty,!several!of!Epi!cells!are!expressing!Hex–membVenus!at!3.5!dpc,!but!first!Hex1membVenus1positive!cells!appear! in! future! PrE! earlier,! namely! at! 3.5! dpc,! by!movement! from! inner! position!within!ICM!to!a!cavity1facing!position!(Fig!4.31!b).!!!3D1geec! allows! preserving! the! correct! morphological! development! of! late!blastocysts.!Being!able!to!image!peri1implantation!development,!we!were!in!a!unique!position! to! track! Lefty1membVenus! or! Hex1membVenus! expressing! cells! from! the!moment!they!appear!in!PrE!to!their!final!position!in!the!distal!tip!of!VE.!For!this,!we!tracked! the! expression! of! Lefty1membVenus! and! Hex1membVenus! reporters! in!embryos! during! 3D1geec! (Fig! 4.32).! We! observed! that! the! expression! of! Hex1
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membVenus! reporter! persists! in! PrE! cells! in! 3D1geec! embryos,! and! that! Hex1membVenus!is!restricted!to!the!distal!tip!of!the!PrE!during!implantation.!!Altogether,! the! expression! of! Lefty1membVenus! reporter! and! Lefty1!protein! in! the!blastocyst!and!at!early!post1implantation!stages,!and!persistence!of!Hex!expression!during!implantation!suggests!that!DVE/AVE!precursors!originate!from!the!blastocyst!population! of! Lefty11positive! (and/or! Hex1positive)! cells,! contrary! to! the! previous!suggestion!that!anterior!marker!expression!arises!de!novo!during!post1implantation!development.!
Mechanisms*underlying*the*generation*and*maintenance*of*DVE/AVE*precursors**











a,' 4.5! dpc! embryo! expressing! Lefty1membVenus! and! PrE! reporter! Pdgfrα1EGFP! before!single1cell! isolation.!b,' a!doublet! of! cells! isolated! from!embryo! shown! in! (a).'Arrow,! a! cell!positive! for! both! reporters,! arrowhead,! a! cell! positive! for! Pdgfrα1EGFP! only.! Scale! bars,! a,!40!μm,!b,!10!μm.!
Establishment*of*DVE/AVE*marker*expression*domain*in*late*PrE*
Having!observed!the!distinct!morphology!and!behavior!of!DVE/AVE!progenitors.,!we!wanted! to! know! how! do! these! cells! differ! from! other! PrE! cells! in! the! late! 4.5! dpc!blastocyst,!and!later!during!peri1implantation!development.!To!answer!this!question,!!we!aimed!to!probe!the!transcriptional!character!of!each!cell! type.!We!established!a!protocol!to!isolate!single!cells!from!mature!blastocysts!expressing!Lefty1membVenus!and! Pdgfrα1EGFP.! Lefty1membVenus! is! restricted! to! a! few! cells! in! the! PrE! at! this!stage!and!Pdgfrα1EGFP!marks!all!PrE!cells!(Fig!4.34!a).!After!isolating!single!cells,!we!were! able! to! determine! their! previous! position! within! the! blastocyst! and! their!identity!by!recording!nuclear!or!membrane!fluorescence!under!confocal!microscope!(Fig! 4.34! b).! Collaboration! with! Tang! laboratory! (Beijing! University,! China)! to!perform! single! cell! RNA1seq! on! these! cells! is! ongoing.! We! will! ask! whether! all!DVE/AVE! precursors! co1express! Lefty1,! Cerl! and! Hex,! and! how! transcriptionally!different!are!these!precursors!from!their!neighbors!in!PrE.!!!
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Figure'4.35.'Planned'analysis'of'DVE/AVE'domain'establishment.!































As! a! self1organizing! system,! the! early! mouse! embryo! is! capable! of! forming! first!lineages!within! initially!equivalent!cells! that!exhibit!gene!expression!heterogeneity.!Our! findings! suggest! that! there!are!distinct!mechanisms! for! specification!of! the!TE!and! ICM! cell! fate.!While! both!TE! and! ICM1specific!markers! show! initial! expression!heterogeneity,! asymmetric! division! drives! the! upregulation! of! trophectoderm1specific!gene!expression.!Importantly,!this!is!not!the!case!for!ICM1specific!genes.!ICM1specific!markers!are!restricted!to!ICM!(ICM1specific!gene!network!established)!only!at!641cell!stage!(Fig!5.1).!!!We!found!that!currently!available!ICM1markers!do!not!allow!predicting!ICM!fate!by!the!onset!of!its!expression!as!a!single!gene.!An!exciting!question!remains!whether!the!onset!of!a!yet1unknown!gene,!or!combination!of!two!or!more!genes,!confers!lineage1predictive!power.!Ultimately,!it!will!be!interesting!to!ask!what!role!(if!any)!the!gene1expression!heterogeneity,!or!the!earlier!onset!of!the!ICM!lineage!marker!expression!in! a! few! cells,! plays! in! specifying! the! ICM! cell! fate.! It! is! as! well! possible! that! an!unknown!lineage!determinant!may!drive!and!be!required!for!the!initiation!of!the!ICM!differentiation,! placing! it! on! top! of! the! hierarchy! of! other! stochastically! expressed!pluripotency!genes.!!!A!recent!study!has!shed!light!on!heterogeneous!expression!of!TE1specific!genes.!The!heterogeneity!in!this!case!can!be!explained!by!the!fact!that!after!asymmetric!division,!initially! apolar! cells! can! be! positioned! outside! repolarized! and! change! their! fate!accordingly!when! they! do! not! fit! inside! the! embryo.! In! this!way,! the! onset! of! TE1specific! gene! can! be! delayed! in! certain! number! of! outside! cells! (Korotkevich! et! al.!2017).!!!The! ICM! cell! population,! on! the! other! hand,! exhibits! higher! gene! expression!heterogeneity! that!may!be! induced!by! stochastic!mechanisms! (Dietrich!and!Hiiragi!2007).!What!drives!this!heterogeneity,!and!what!reinforces!the!ICM!fate?!Mechanical!properties! such! as! contractility! have! been! shown! to! direct! cell! position!within! the!early!morula!(Maitre!et!al.!2016).!The!time!during!which!ICM!cells!are!enclosed!by!
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other!cells!may!influence!gene!expression,!as!evidenced!by!correlation!of!prolonged!inside!position!with!upregulation!of!pluripotency!network!TF,!Sox2.!However,!even!during!blastocyst!stage,!ICM!is!heterogeneous!in!its!gene!expression!pattern!(Ohnishi!et!al.!2014).!Ultimately,!feedback!loops!between!a!combination!of!factors!such!as!cell!position,! cell1cell! contact,! mechanical! properties! and! activity! of! specific!transcriptional! regulatory! networks! act! to! guide! cells! towards! and! refine! their!lineage!decisions.!
!
Figure' 5.' 1.' Distinct' mechanisms' for' the' acquisition' of' the' TE' or' ICM' molecular'
identity.'
'TE! or! ICM! molecular! identity! is! acquired! in! a! non1binary! fashion! and! at! different!developmental! times.! The! specific! expression! of! a! TE! fate! marker! (grey)! is! established!through!asymmetric!divisions!from!81!to!161cell!and!161!to!321cell!stage,!as!quantified!by!our!reporter!mice.!The!ICM1specific!gene!(green)!expression!is!non1reciprocal!to!the!TE!marker!and!only!becomes!ICM1specific!at!the!late!641cell!stage.!!!It!would!be!most! interesting! to! investigate!whether!gene!expression!heterogeneity!has! a! function! in! lineage! segregation! and! embryonic! axis! establishment.! A! key!experiment! to! address! this! question!would! be! to! try! diminishing! gene! expression!heterogeneity! by! using! genetic! knock1out! of! heterogeneously! expressed! genes! and!reintroducing!the!missing!gene!product!at!equal!level!amongst!all!cells.!For!example,!in!Fgf41/1!embryos,!ICM!was!shown!to!be!normal!in!size,!but!it!had!a!reduced!number!of!Gata61positive!cells!in!the!ICM,!and!did!not!form!any!PrE!(Kang!et!al.!2013).!When!those!embryos!were!cultured!in!the!medium!supplemented!with!Fgf2/4,!all!ICM!cells!were! converted! to! Gata61positive! PrE! or! Nanog1positive! Epi,! depending! on! the!
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concentration.! This! strongly! suggests! that! the! local! heterogeneity! in! Fgf4! is!important! to! produce! salt1and1pepper! distribution! of! cells! committed! to! PrE! or! to!Epi.!In!a!similar!way!we!can!ask!how!heterogeneity!of!other!factors!will!be!important!early!in!development,!when!TE!and!ICM!lineages!are!established,!or!later,!when!body!axes!start!to!emerge.!
Emergence'of'heterogeneity'within'the'blastocyst'that'marks'future'body'axis''
During!my!PhD!study!I!discovered!that!within!the!population!of!cells!that!had!been!considered!as!homogeneous,!a!few!cells!exhibit!heterogeneous!gene!expression!that!could! be! employed! for! lineage! specification! or! body! patterning! in! the! next! stage.!!Specifically,!Lefty1!and!Hex1!positive!cells!emerge!from!within!ICM!population!during!blastocyst!maturation.!The!key!remaining!question!is!how!Lefty1!and!Hex!expression!is!restricted!into!a!few!cells!within!the!ICM.!
'In! the! case! of! Lefty,! its! asymmetrical! expression! at! 5.5! dpc! requires! activity! of! a!Nodal1dependent!enhancer!(Norris!et!al.!2002,!Takaoka!et!al.!2006).!However,!while!asymmetric! inheritance! of! unevenly! distributed! axis! determinants! has! been!demonstrated! in! other!organisms! (Gore! et! al.! 2005),!Nodal! and!members!of!Nodal!signaling! pathway,! such! as! Cripto! shown! above,! are! expressed! evenly! throughout!ICM! or! Epi! cells.! Alternatively,! a! mechanism! called! self1enhancement! lateral!inhibition!(SELI)!has!been!proposed!to!restrict!Lefty1!to!a!small!subset!of!cells!in!the!blastocyst! (Nakamura! et! al.! 2006,! Takaoka! et! al.! 2007).! In! such! scenario,! a! small!difference!in!expression!is!autonomously!converted!into!a!robust!asymmetry,!as!cells!that! express! Lefty1! at! a! slightly! higher! level! will! maintain! its! expression! while!suppressing!and!ultimately! eliminating!Lefty1!expression! in! cells!with! initially! low!level! expression! of! this! gene.! It! is! apparent! that! heterogeneity! of! anterior1marker!gene!expression!is!a!prerequisite!for!SELI!model!to!function.!!!It! is! important! to! note! that! at! this! stage! of! development,! ICM! undergoes! active!sorting!of!PrE!and!Epi!precursors!from!initial!salt1and!pepper!distribution.'Therefore!we!may! also! ask! if! there! is! a! possible! interplay! between! tissue! flow! and! signaling!center!rearrangement.'
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!Is!expression! induced!in!a!single!PrE!domain,!or!do!cells!arrive!there!from!another!place! within! the! embryo?! Consistent! with! the! dynamic! features! of! Lefty1! or! Hex1expressing!cells!during!A1P!axis!specification!at!6.5!dpc,!it!is!possible!that!these!cells!have!a!particular!property!to!be!able!to!actively!move.!Thus!tissue!mechanics!could!be!implicated!in!single!DVE/AVE!precursor!domain!establishment!in!PrE!of!the!late!blastocyst.!Both!Lefty1membVenus1!and!Hex1membVenus1positive!cells!were!shown!in! this! work! to! move! to! cavity1facing! position.! ! Whether! this! movement! is! active!could! be! tested! by! determining! apical1basal! polarity! of! these! cells.! Alternatively,!Lefty1membVenus1!or!Hex1membVenus1positive!cells!arrive!at!PrE!due! to!a! sorting!mechanism! that! is! already! acting! on! PrE! precursors.! Gata41positive! PrE! layer! is!established!before!first!Lefty11expressing!cells!are!seen!in!PrE,!yet!Hex1membVenus1expressing!cells!appear!to!move!to!their!final!position!earlier.!!How!is!the!“center”!position!of!PrE,!around!which!Hex!or!Lefty1!expression!domain!is!established,!defined?!If!a!blastocyst!is!confined!by!the!uterine!crypt,!this!can!lead!to!elongation! of! embryonic1abembryonic! axis,! and! the! resulting! shape! of! ICM! can!change!the!distance!of!a!point!within!it!from!a!signaling!center!within!Epi,!polar!TE!or!distal!point!of!mural!TE.!However,!this!proposition!is!challenged!by!the!fact!that!Lefty1membVenus1positive! cells! in! the! center! of! PrE! are! also! observed! in! round! in#
vitro#cultured!4.5!dpc!blastocysts.!!A!question! to!be! addressed! in!parallel! to!understand! the! establishment! of! a! single!DVE/AVE!precursor!domain!is!the!involvement!of!signaling!in!early!specification!of!these!precursors!and!in!maintaining!their!precise!position!within!the!embryo.!!
Role'of'signaling'pathways'in'the'early'embryo'
At!post1implantation!stage,!signaling!activities!that!specify!or!maintain!distal!visceral!endoderm! (DVE)! cells! are! relatively! well! characterized.! On! the! other! hand,! how!signaling! in! the! pre1implantation! embryo! could! contribute! to! body! plan!establishment! is! not! comprehensively! understood.! What! signaling! can! produce!
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heterogeneity?! Is! there! any! signaling! pattern! existing! within! the! blastocyst! that!would!asymmetrically!affect!ICM/Epi?!'!A!number!of! signaling!pathways! important! for!embryo!patterning!are!active! in! the!blastocyst! and! during! early! post1implantation! development.! A! member! of! the!transforming!growth!factor!beta!(TGF1β)!family!of!growth!factors,!Nodal!is!a!secreted!factor! that! is! known! for! its! role! in! cell1fate! specification! during! post1implantation!development!and! in!embryonic!axis!establishment!(Shen,!2007).!Nodal!and!the!key!components!of!the!Activin/Nodal!signaling!pathway!are!expressed!as!early!as!E3.5!in!the!mouse!embryo,!and!Nodal!has!an!earlier!role!in!maintaining!the!undifferentiated!status! of! the! epiblast.! Embryos! lacking! Nodal! downregulate! pluripotency!markers!and!undergo!premature!anterior!neuralization!of! the!epiblast!population! (James!et!al.!2005,!Camus!et!al.!2006,!Mesnard!et!al.!2006).!In!addition,!Nodal!mutant!embryos!display!VE!effects!and!lack!DVE!cells!(Mesnard!et!al.!2006,!Brennan!et!al.!2001).!!Moreover,! the! molecular! players! that! establish! the! embryonic! axes! in! vertebrates!and! in! sea! urchin! have! been! demonstrated! to! act! downstream! of! Wnt/β1catenin!signaling! pathway! (Agius! et! al.! 2000,! Range! et! al.! 2007,! Schier! 2001,! Stern! 2006).!!This! includes!Nodal!homologues.!In!the!mouse!embryo,!a!Nodal!regulatory!element!active! in! pre1implantation! epiblast! and! responsive! to!Wnt/β1catenin! signaling! has!been!identified!(Granier!et!al.!2011).!In!addition,!zygotic!β1catenin!knock1out!has!no!Hex! and!mislocalized! Cerl! (Huelsken! et! al.! 2000,! Arnold! et! al.! 2000,! Haegel! et! al.!1995,!De!Vries!et!al.!2004).!Taken!together,!these!findings!suggest!that!Wnt!is!a!likely!candidate!to!act!on!DVE/AVE!precursors!in!the!blastocyst!as!well.!!!Furthermore,!components!of!Notch!signaling!pathway!were! found!expressed! in!the!blastocyst! (Cormier! et! al.! 2004,!Wang!et! al.! 2004).! Specifically,!Notch!pathway!has!been!demonstrated!to!regulate!trophectoderm1specific!expression!of!Cdx2!(Rayon!et!al.! 2014).! It! is! so! far! unclear! whether! Notch! is! required! for! pre1implantation! and!early!post1implantation!embryo!development.!Maternal1zygotic!abrogation!of!crucial!components! of! canonical! Notch! signaling! lead! to! normal! early! development,! with!embryonic!defects!observed!after!gastrulation!(Souilhol!et!al.!2006,!Shi!et!al.!2005).!Interestingly,! Notch! signaling! has! previously! been! shown! to! be! able! to! generate!heterogeneity!in!a!homogenous!cell!population!(Artavanis1Tsakonas!et!al.!1999).!
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!!Finally,!maturation! of! ICM! and! generation! of! AVE/DVE! could! be! under! control! by!several! signaling! pathways.! Which! of! these! signaling! pathways! has! an! effect! on!Lefty1!or!Hex!expression,!and!thus!a!direct!impact!on!the!establishment!of!DVE/AVE!precursors! in! the! blastocyst! remains! to! be! elucidated! using! pharmacological!inhibitors!and!genetic!knock1outs.!
!
Figure'5.2.'Morphological'changes'and'cell'populations'in'periPimplantation'embryo.'
'At!the!moment!when!a!mature!blastocyst!is!transferred!into!3D!peri1implantation!culture,!it!contains!a!small!population!of!PrE/VE!(red)!cells!that!express!anterior!markers!(blue).!This!population! is!maintained! throughout! Epi(green)/VE! elongation,! likely! forming! DVE.! If! the!blastocyst!morphology!is!preserved!by!culturing!in!3D!during!peri1implantation,!elongation!of!Epi!and!VE!towards!the!distal!point!of!mural!TE!(grey)!can!be!observed.!!
Formation'of'the'cupLshaped'epiblast'
The! inward! movement! of! ICM! may! be! a! unique! feature! of! rodents,! possibly!influenced!by!spatial!restrictions!imposed!by!a!particular!shape!of!the!rodent!uterine!crypts.!The! embryo! could!have! thus! evolved! to! elongate! along!mesometrial! –! anti1mesometrial! axis.! Indeed! in! 3D! culture,! we! found! a! strong! inward!elongation/movement! of! PrE! and! Epi.! Understanding! the! mechanism! for! this!morphological! change!would! be! the! key! to! understand!why!only! rodents! form! the!cup1shaped!epiblast.!It!is!possible!that!this!mechanism!is!physical!in!nature,!and!thus!certain!constriction!could!be!sufficient!to!induce!cup1shaped!epiblast!in!embryos!of!other! species.!Another!possibility! is! that! a! specific! gene,! or! specific! transcriptional!program,! is! responsible! for! the!distinctive!morphology!of! rodent!post1implantation!
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embryo.!It!is!therefore!interesting!to!ask!whether!forced!expression!of!such!genes!or!activation!of! certain! transcriptional!programs!would! induce!cup1shaped!epiblast! in!other!mammalian,!e.g.!in!rabbit,!embryos.!!What! is! driving! the! change! in! morphology! during! peri1implantation! (Fig! 5.2)?!Increased! cell! growth! or! division! rate! in! Epi! cells! is! unlikely,! since! the! inward!movement! occurs! over! a! short! 5! h! period.! Active! cell! migration! would! produce!morphology! different! from! what! was! observed,! though! intercalation,! apical!constriction!and! lateral!elongation!could!all! contribute! to! the! shape!changes!of! the!Epi.!Individual!cell!shape!changes!can!arise!from!local!contractility!in!the!epithelium.!This! can! be! tested! by! determining! cell! mechanical! properties! by! micropipette!aspiration,! quantifying! myosin! II! localization! by! immunofluorescence! and! live!reporter! imaging,! laser! ablation! to! determine! the! magnitude! and! directionality! of!tension,! i.e.! the! distribution! of! forces! in! the! moving! ICM! cells,! or! by! chemical!contractility! inhibition! followed! by! observing! changes! in! morphology! and! tissue!dynamics.!!
Does'the'uterus'provide'essential'cue'for'establishing'embryonic'axes?'
Why! is! 3D! peri1implantation! culture! superior! to! 2D! alternative! when! it! comes! to!preserving!embryo!morphology!and!gene!expression?!Potentially,!very!early!during!implantation!only!a! limited!contact! to! the!uterine!wall! is!made!by! the!embryo,! the!opposite!of!a!robust!attachment.! If! in! in#vitro!culture!the!blastocysts!are!allowed!to!settle!on!the!bottom!of!the!dish,!their!trophoblasts!attach!strongly!to!the!dish!surface,!and!this!affects!further!development.!!Thus!the!biggest!advantage!of!3D!culture!might!be! that! it! helps! avoid! attachment! of! the! embryo! to! the! surface! of! the! dish.! This!method! of! culturing! embryos! without! uterine! attachments! could! well! recapitulate!the!early!post1implantation!development.!!!It! is! noteworthy! that! even! after! a! long! phase! of! disorganization,! the! embryo! is!capable! to! re1organize! as! an! emerging! egg! cylinder.! Interestingly,! other! species! of!mammals! have! been! shown! to! develop! A1P! axis! prior! to! implantation! (Eakin! and!Behringer,! 2004).! Marsupial! embryos,! for! example,! form! A1P! axis! and! gastrulate!
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In! recent! years,! there! has! been! an! increasing! interest! in! gene! expression!heterogeneities! and! their! potential! role! in! stem! cell! systems.! It! is!well! established!that!ES!cells!in!culture!as!well!as!pluripotent!cells!within!the!epiblast!of!the!embryo!exist!in!one!of!two!states!of!pluripotency:!either!ground!(naïve)!state,!or!primed!state!(reviewed! in! Silva! and! Smith! 2008,! Nichols! and! Smith! 2009).! In! ground! state,! the!cells!are!unrestricted!in!their!developmental!potential,!while!primed!state!represents!cells!that!are!primed!for!lineage!specification!and!commitment.!Several!studies!have!implicated!gene!expression!heterogeneity!as!a!prerequisite!for!pluripotent!cells!to!be!able! to! explore! the! variety! of! primed! states! and! developmental! outcomes,! as!illustrated! by! the! example! of! TF! Nanog! (Kalmar! et! al.! 2009,! Canham! et! al.! 2010,!Abranches! et! al.! 2014).! Furthermore,! addressing! heterogeneity! and! presence! of!cancer! stem! cells! in! tumors!will! be! crucial! to! address! variable! response! to! cancer!therapy!and!relapse!after!treatment!(reviewed!in!Beck!and!Blanpain,!2013).!!In!all!cases!it!will!be!important!to!investigate!the!possible!role!of!heterogeneity.!To!begin!with,!we!will!have!to!evaluate,!i.e.!quantitatively!measure,!the!degree!of!cellular!heterogeneities,!in!terms!of!gene!expression,!cell!geometry,!and!other!parameters.!To!gain! functional! insights,! we! will! need! tools! to! manipulate! the! degree! of! cellular!heterogeneities,! i.e.! to! increase,! decrease,! or! dampen! them.! For! such! approaches,!early!mouse!embryos!would!be!one!of! the!best1suited!systems! to! study! the! role!of!cellular!heterogeneity.!
Studying'mouse'periL'and'postLimplantation'development''
The!key!problem!in!the!current!research!of!mammalian!peri1!and!post1implantation!development,!including!my!own!studies,!is!the!lack!of!verification:!it!is!not!possible!to!verify!the!viability!(full1term!developmental!potential)!of!the!embryos!as!a!result!of!
in# vitro! culture.! This! problem! could! be! in! principle! solved! in! one! of! two!ways:! to!develop!methods!to!implant!the!embryos!back!to!the!uterus!after!in#vitro!culture,!or!to!monitor!the!embryo!development!in#utero!without!disruption.!!
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!The!former!has!been!demonstrated!to!be!feasible!when!egg!cylinder!stage!embryos!were! transferred! from!deciduae!of!one!pregnant! female! to! those!of!another! female!from! which! embryos! were! previously! removed! (Beddington! 1985).! This! study!reported! placentation! and! normal! development! of! such! transferred! embryos! for!another!618!days,!though!at!a!low!rate!of!success.!!The!latter!may!be!more!amenable!at!present,!given!the!remarkable!advance!in!intra1vital! imaging.! Specifically,! we! would! need! to! image! in# vivo! intact! peri1! and! post1implantation!embryos!through!uterine!wall! in#situ.!First!we!could!aim!to! image!the!whole! intact! uteri! in! culture! (Grant! 1973! (1)! and! (2))! using! multi1photon!microscopy.!This!system,!while!certainly!a!bigger!challenge! for! live! imaging,!would!enable! us! to! image!mouse! embryo!development! in! an! in#vivo1like! condition.!When!successful! in! imaging! embryos! through! isolated! uterus,! it! would! be! possible! to!proceed!further!to!a!completely!in#vivo!system!using!abdominal!imaging!window,!as!reported! for! multiple! organ! long1term! imaging! in! living!mice! (Ritsma! et! al.! 2012,!Ritsma!et!al.!2013).!!Furthermore,! using! newest! developments! in! hydrogel! technology! would! allow!increasing! the! efficiency! of! 3D! culture,! increasing! reproducibility! and! avoiding!variability! between! experiments.! This! will! ultimately! allow! controlling! the! 3D!environment! in! space! and! time! to!understand! the! specific! conditions! required!and!sufficient!for!pre!and!post!implantation!embryo!development.!Specifically,!we!should!be!able!to!modify!hydrogel!chemical!and!mechanical!properties,!by!addition!of!small!peptides,! local! embedding! of! light1releasable! caged! molecules,! use! of! gradually!softening! degradable! gels,! and! light1inducible! gel! softening! of! stiffening! at! defined!areas.!!To!investigate!the!embryo1uterus!interaction!ex!utero,!it!will!be!interesting!to!further!explore! the! 3D1matrix1embedded! uterine! stromal! cell! based! peri1implantation!culture.! Therefore! the! next! step! would! be! to! transfer! primary! endometrial! cell!culture!to!3D!by!embedding!uterine!cells!in!Matrigel1Collagen!I!mixture!or!synthetic!hydrogels.!!
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